Comment # 77

Ms. Jennifer Jacobson
US Army Corps of Engineers
Mobile District, Planning & Environmental Division
Coastal Environment Team
PO Box 2288
Mobile, Alabama 36628-0001

Comment # 78

February 20, 2016
Dear Ms. Jacobson
I am writing to share my concerns regarding the General Reevaluation Study and Environmental Impact Statement to
deepen and widen the Mobile Harbor Ship Channel. In response to the Corps of Engineers Public Scoping Meeting held
January 12, I have a number of concerns and ask that you take the below items into consideration.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

If the Corps plans to dispose of dredged material in Mobile Bay (i.e., thin layer spreading, isiand creation, etc.)
removed during initial deepening and widening of the ship channel and future maintenance, the Corps should
prepare a Dredged Materiai Disposal Master Plan for Mobile Bay and make it part of the Study and EIS.
Information should be made available to the public in a timely manner, allowing for public involvement and
feedback throughout the process.
The Corps should no longer purposefully exclude Dauphin Island from its "Regional Sediment Management
Strategy (RMS)" for Mobile Bay. Instead, the Study should incorporate Dauphin Island in the existing RMS
approach because the island's erosion is affected by maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel. The Corps should
devote major attention to the beneficial use of dredged sands to counter erosion.
Comply with Section 5 of the River and Harbor Act of 1935 that requires every Corps report involving an
"improvement" to an inlet (i.e., Mobile Harbor Outer Bar Channel through Mobile Pass) to evaluate shoreline
erosion for a distance of not less than ten miles on either side of the inlet channel. The Corps' 1980 report and
EIS did not comply with that law.
Thoroughly address the cumulative historical sand losses to Dauphin Island dating back to at least 1958 that
correspond with increasing deepening of the Outer Bar Channel according to U.S. Geological Survey's 2007
report. This analysis is needed to establish the historical and baseline and projected future conditions to describe
the No Action Alternative against which the deepening and widening alternatives will be compared. The Corps
cannot ignore the losses in millions and millions of littoral drift sands due to its maintenance practices and the
erosion of Dauphin Island that occurred over time.
Explain why the Corps no longer agrees with the agency position stated in its draft 1978 report on Dauphin
Island's beach erosion that concluded maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel is contributing to at least 40% of
Dauphin Island's erosion problem. Document why the findings and conclusions of that report are now considered
to be invalid? The Corps not only ignores its own 1978 report now, but is of the new position that maintenance
dredging of the channel has no impact on the erosion of Dauphin Island. How can the Corps expect the public to
believe the results of the impending Study and EIS, when its change in position on the erosion issue appears to
have been influenced by its desire to win the 2000-2009 lawsuit with the Dauphin Island Property Owners
Association and by the desire keep the non-federal share of the costs borne by the Alabama State Port Authority
to maintain the Mobile Harbor project as low as possible?
The scientific literature is replete with numerous examples where navigation channels dredged through coastal
inlets have interrupted the littoral drift of nearshore sands along the beach, causing beaches downdrift of the
inlets to erode. This phenomenon is common along the entire US Gulf Coast, the rest of the nation, and around
the world. Yet, the Mobile District has maintained this scientific model widely accepted by coastal scientists and
engineers does not apply to dredging the Outer Bar Channel through the Mobile Pass Inlet and the erosion of
Dauphin Island. The General Evaluation Study and EIS must devote considerable attention to this issue and
provide convincing information to support whatever conclusion the Corps develops.
The Corps has dumped dredged sands in the Sand Island Beneficial Use Area (SIBUA) south of the lighthouse
for years with the position being that these sands are moved by currents to Dauphin Island to counter erosion.
However, the observed evidence indicates most of the sands are not moved, but accumulate at that location,
while Sand Island has almost disappeared and Dauphin Island continues to erode. This leads to the conclusion
that the SIBUA is failing to meet its intended purpose. The General Reevaluation Study and EIS should
thoroughly evaluate why the SIBUA fails to meet its purpose.
In lieu of continuing to use the SIBUA, the Corps should adopt the same shallow water {<10 to 15 feet) deposition
methods the Mobile District has recently recommended be used to build back Petit Bois Island's eroded Gulf
shoreline west of Dauphin Island.

' Ms. Je'nnifer Jacobson
US Army Corps of Engineers
Mobile District, Planning & Environmental Division
Coastal Environment Team
PO Box 2288
Mobile, Alabama 36628-0001

Comment # 79

February 20, 2016
Dear Ms. Jacobson
I am writing to share my concerns regarding the General Reevaluation Study and Environmental Impact Statement to
deepen and widen the Mobile Harbor Ship Channel. In response to the Corps of Engineers Public Scoping Meeting held
January 12, I have a number of concerns and ask that you take the below items into consideration.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

If the Corps plans to dispose of dredged material in Mobile Bay (i.e., thin layer spreading, island creation, etc.)
removed during initial deepening and widening of the ship channel and future maintenance, the Corps should
prepare a Dredged Material Disposal Master Plan for Mobile Bay and make it part of the Study and EIS.
Information should be made available to the public in a timely manner, allowing for public involvement and
feedback throughout the process.
The Corps should no longer purposefully exclude Dauphin Island from its "Regional Sediment Management
Strategy (RMS)" for Mobile Bay. Instead, the Study should incorporate Dauphin Island in the existing RMS
approach because the island's erosion is affected by maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel. The Corps should
devote major attention to the beneficial use of dredged sands to counter erosion.
Comply with Section 5 of the River and Harbor Act of 1935 that requires every Corps report involving an
"improvHment" to an inlet (i.e., Mobile Harbor Outer Bar Channel through Mobile Pass) to evaluate shoreline
erosion for a distance of not less than ten miles on either side of the inlet channel. The Corps' 1980 report and
EIS did not comply with that law.
Thoroughly address the cumulative historical sand losses to Dauphin Island dating back to at least 1958 that
correspond with increasing deepening of the Outer Bar Channel according to U.S. Geological Survey's 2007 ·
report. This analysis is needed to establish the historical and baseline and projected future conditions to describe
the No Action Alternative against which the deepening and widening alternatives will be compared. The Corps
cannot ignore the losses in millions and millions of littoral drift sands due to its maintenance practices and the
erosion of Dauphin Island that occurred over time.
Explain why the Corps no longer agrees with the agency position stated in its draft 1978 report on Dauphin
Island's beach erosion that concluded maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel is contributing to at least 40% of
Dauphin Island's erosion problem. Document why the findings and conclusions of that report are now considered
to be invalid? The Corps not only ignores its own 1978 report now, but is of the new position that maintenance
dredging of the channel has no impact on the erosion of Dauphin Island. How can the Corps expect the public to
believe the results of the impending Study and EIS, when its change in position on the erosion issue appears to
have been influenced by its desire to win the 2000-2009 lawsuit with the Dauphin Island Property Owners
Association and by the desire keep the non-federal share of the costs borne by the Alabama State Port Authority
to maintain the Mobile Harbor project as low as possible?
The scientific literature is replete with numerous examples where navigation channels dredged through coastal
inlets have interrupted the littoral drift of nearshore sands along the beach, causing beaches downdrift of the
inlets to erode. This phenomenon is common along the entire US Gulf Coast, the rest of the nation, and around
the world. Yet, the Mobile District has maintained this scientific model widely accepted by coastal scientists and
engineers does not apply to dredging the Outer Bar Channel through the Mobile Pass Inlet and the erosion of
Dauphin Island. The General Evaluation Study and EIS must devote considerable attention to this issue and
provide convincing information to support whatever conclusion the Corps develops.
The Corps has dumped dredged sands in the Sand Island Beneficial Use Area (SIBUA) south of the lighthouse
for years with the position being that these sands are moved by currents to Dauphin Island to counter erosion.
However, the observed evidence indicates most of the sands are not moved, but accumulate at that location,
while Sand Island has almost disappeared and Dauphin Island continues to erode. This leads to the conclusion
that the SIBUA is failing to meet its intended purpose. The General Reevaluation Study and EIS should
thoroughly evaluate why the SIBUA fails to meet its purpose.
In lieu of continuing to use the SIBUA, the Corps should adopt the same shallow water (<10 to 15 feet) deposition
methods the Mobile District has recently recommended be used to build back Petit Bois Island's eroded Gulf
shoreline west of Dauphin Island.

Ms. Jennifer Jacobson
US Army Corps of Engineers
Mobile District, Planning & Environmental Division
Coastal Environment Team
PO Box 2288
Mobile, Alabama 36628-0001

Comment # 80

February 20, 2016
Dear Ms. Jacobson
I am writing to share my concerns regarding the General Reevaluation Study and Environmental Impact Statement to
deepen and widen the Mobile Harbor Ship Channel. In response to the Corps of Engineers Public Scoping Meeting held
January 12, I have a number of concerns and ask that you take the below items into consideration.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

If the Corps plans to dispose of dredged material in Mobile Bay (i.e., thin layer spreading, island creation, etc.)
removed during initial deepening and widening of the ship channel and future maintenance, the Corps should
prepare a Dredged Material Disposal Master Plan for Mobile Bay and make it part of the Study and EIS.
Information should be made available to the public in a timely manner, allowing for public involvement and
feedback throughout the process.
The Corps should no longer purposefully exclude Dauphin Island from its "Regional Sediment Management
Strategy (RMS)" for Mobile Bay. Instead, the Study should incorporate Dauphin Island in the existing RMS
approach because the island's erosion is affected by maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel. The Corps should
devote major attention to the beneficial use of dredged sands to counter erosion.
Comply with Section 5 of the River and Harbor Act of 1935 that requires every Corps report involving an
"improvement" to an inlet (i.e., Mobile Harbor Outer Bar Channel through Mobile Pass) to evaluate shoreline
erosion for a distance of not less than ten miles on either side of the inlet channel. The Corps' 1980 report and
EIS did not comply with that law.
Thoroughly address the cumulative historical sand losses to Dauphin Island dating back to at least 1958 that
correspond with increasing deepening of the Outer Bar Channel according to U.S. Geological Survey's 2007
report. This analysis is needed to establish the historical and baseline and projected future conditions to describe
the No Action Alternative against which the deepening and widening alternatives will be compared. The Corps
cannot ignore the losses in millions and millions of littoral drift sands due to its maintenance practices and the
erosion of Dauphin Island that occurred over time.
Explain why the Corps no longer agrees with the agency position stated in its draft 1978 report on Dauphin
Island's beach erosion that concluded maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel is contributing to at least 40% of
Dauphin Island's erosion problem. Document why the findings and conclusions of that report are now considered
to be invalid? The Corps not only ignores its own 1978 report now, but is of the new position that maintenance
dredging of the channel has no impact on the erosion of Dauphin Island. How can the Corps expect the public to
believe the results of the impending Study and EIS, when its change in position on the erosion issue appears to
have been influenced by its desire to win the 2000-2009 lawsuit with the Dauphin Island Property Owners
Association and by the desire keep the non-federal share of the costs borne by the Alabama State Port Authority
to maintain the Mobile Harbor project as low as possib!e?
The scientific literature is replete with numerous examples where navigation channels dredged through coastal
inlets have interrupted the littoral drift of nearshore sands along the beach, causing beaches downdrift of the
inlets to erode. This phenomenon is common along the entire US Gulf Coast, the rest of the nation, and around
the world. Yet, the Mobile District has maintained this scientific model widely accepted by coastal scientists and
engineers does not apply to dredging the Outer Bar Channel through the Mobile Pass Inlet and the erosion of
Dauphin Island. The General Evaluation Study and EIS must devote considerable attention to this issue and
provide convincing information to support whatever conclusion the Corps develops.
The Corps has dumped dredged sands in the Sand Island Beneficial Use Area (SIBUA) south of the lighthouse
for years with the position being that these sands are moved by currents to Dauphin Island to counter erosion.
However, the observed evidence indicates most of the sands are not moved, but accumulate at that location,
while Sand Island has almost disappeared and Dauphin Island continues to erode. This leads to the conclusion
that the SIBUA is failing to meet its intended purpose. The General Reevaluation Study and EIS should
thoroughly evaluate why the SIBUA fails to meet its purpose.
In lieu of continuing to use the SIBUA, the Corps should adopt the same shallow water (<10 to 15 feet) deposition
methods the Mobile District has recently recommended be used to build back Petit Bois Island's eroded Gulf
shoreline west of Dauphin Island.

Ms. Jennifer Jacobson
US Army Corps of Engineers
Mobile District, Planning & Environmental Division
Coastal Environment Team
PO Box2288
Mobile, Alabama 36628-0001

Comment # 81

February 20, 2016
Dear Ms. Jacobson
I am writing to share my concerns regarding the General Reevaluation Study and Environmental Impact Statement to
deepen and widen the Mobile Harbor Ship Channel. In response to the Corps of Engineers Public Scoping Meeting held
January 12, I have a number of concerns and ask that you take the below items into consideration.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

If the Corps plans to dispose of dredged material in Mobile Bay (i.e., thin layer spreading, island creation, etc.)
removed during initial deepening and widening of the ship channel and future maintenance, the Corps should
prepare a Dredged Material Disposal Master Plan for Mobile Bay and make it part of the Study and EIS.
Information should be made available to the public in a timely manner, allowing for public involvement and
feedback throughout the process.
The Corps should no longer purposefully exclude Dauphin Island from its "Regional Sediment Management
Strategy (RMS)" for Mobile Bay. Instead, the Study should incorporate Dauphin Island in the existing RMS
approach because the island's erosion is affected by maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel. The Corps should
devote major attention to the beneficial use of dredged sands to counter erosion.
Comply with Section 5 of the River and Harbor Act of 1935 that requires every Corps report involving an
"improvement" to an inlet (i.e., Mobile Harbor Outer Bar Channel through Mobile Pass) to evaluate shoreline
erosion for a distance of not less than ten miles on either side of the inlet channel. The Corps' 1980 report and
EIS did not comply with that law.
Thoroughly address the cumulative historical sand losses to Dauphin Island dating back to at least 1958 that
correspond with increasing deepening of the Outer Bar Channel according to U.S. Geological Survey's 2007
report. This analysis is needed to establish the historical and baseline and projected future conditions to describe
the No Action Alternative against which the deepening and widening alternatives will be compared. The Corps
cannot ignore the losses in millions and millions of littoral drift sands due to its maintenance practices and the
erosion of Dauphin Island that occurred over time.
Explain why the Corps no longer agrees with the agency position stated in its draft 1978 report on Dauphin
Island's beach erosion that concluded maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel is contributing to at least 40% of
Dauphin Island's erosion problem. Document why the findings and conclusions of that report are now considered
to be invalid? The Corps not only ignores its own 1978 report now, but is of the new position that maintenance
dredging of the channel has no impact on the erosion of Dauphin Island. How can the Corps expect the public to
believe the results of the impending Study and EIS, when its change in position on the erosion issue appears to
have been influenced by its desire to win the 2000-2009 lawsuit with the Dauphin Island Property Owners
Association and by the desire keep the non-federal share of the costs borne by the Alabama State Port Authority
to maintain the Mobile Harbor project as low as possible?
The scientific literature is replete with numerous examples where navigation channels dredged through coastal
inlets have interrupted the littoral drift of nearshore sands along the beach, causing beaches downdrift of the
inlets to erode. This phenomenon is common along the entire US Gulf Coast, the rest of the nation, and around
the world. Yet, the Mobile District has maintained this scientific model widely accepted by coastal scientists and
engineers does not apply to dredging the Outer Bar Channel through the Mobile Pass Inlet and the erosion of
Dauphin Island. The General Evaluation Study and EIS must devote considerable attention to this issue and
provide convincing information to support whatever conclusion the Corps develops.
The Corps has dumped dredged sands in the Sand Island Beneficial Use Area (SIBUA) south of the lighthouse
for years with the position being that these sands are moved by currents to Dauphin Island to counter erosion.
However, the observed evidence indicates most of the sands are not moved, but accumulate at that location,
while Sand Island has almost disappeared and Dauphin Island continues to erode. This leads to the conclusion
that the SIBUA is failing to meet its intended purpose. The General Reevaluation Study and EIS should
thoroughly evaluate why the SIBUA fails to meet its purpose.
In lieu of continuing to use the SIBUA, the Corps should adopt the same shallow water (<10 to 15 feet) deposition
methods the Mobile District has recently recommended be used to build back Petit Bois Island's eroded Gulf
shoreline west of Dauphin Island.
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Ms. Jennifer Jacobson
US Army Corps of Engineers
Mobile District, Planning & Environmental Division
Coastal Environment Team
PO Box2288
Mobile, Alabama 36628-0001

Comment # 82

February 20, 2016
Dear Ms. Jacobson
I am writing to share my concerns regarding the General Reevaluation Study and Environmental Impact Statement to
deepen and widen the Mobile Harbor Ship Channel. In response to the Corps of Engineers Public Scoping Meeting held
January 12, I have a number of concerns and ask that you take the below items into consideration.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

If the Corps plans to dispose of dredged material in Mobile Bay (i.e., thin layer spreading, island creation, etc.)
removed during initial deepening and widening of the ship channel and future maintenance, the Corps should
prepare a Dredged Material Disposal Master Plan for Mobile Bay and make it part of the Study and EIS.
Information should be made available to the public in a timely manner, allowing for public involvement and
feedback throughout the process.
The Corps should no longer purposefully exclude Dauphin Island from its "Regional Sediment Management
Strategy (RMS)" for Mobile Bay. Instead, the Study should incorporate Dauphin Island in the existing RMS
approach because the island's erosion is affected by maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel. The Corps should
devote major attention to the beneficial use of dredged sands to counter erosion.
Comply with Section 5 of the River and Harbor Act of 1935 that requires every Corps report involving an
"improvement" to an inlet (i.e., Mobile Harbor Outer Bar Channel through Mobile Pass) to evaluate shoreline
erosion for a distance of not less than ten miles on either side of the inlet channel. The Corps' 1980 report and
EIS did not comply with that law.
Thoroughly address the cumulative historical sand losses to Dauphin Island dating back to at least 1958 that
correspond with increasing deepening of the Outer Bar Channel according to U.S. Geological Survey's 2007
report. This analysis is needed to establish the historical and baseline and projected future conditions to describe
the No Action Alternative against which the deepening and widening alternatives will be compared. The Corps
cannot ignore the losses in millions and millions of littoral drift sands due to its maintenance practices and the
erosion of Dauphin Island that occurred over time.
Explain why the Corps no longer agrees with the agency position stated in its draft 1978 report on Dauphin
Island's beach erosion that concluded maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel is contributing to at least 40% of
Dauphin Island's erosion problem. Document why the findings and conclusions of that report are now considered
to be invalid? The Corps not only ignores its own 1978 report now, but is of the new position that maintenance
dredging of the channel has no impact on the erosion of Dauphin Island. How can the Corps expect the public to
believe the results of the impending Study and EIS, when its change in position on the erosion issue appears to
have been influenced by its desire to win the 2000-2009 lawsuit with the Dauphin Island Property Owners
Association and by the desire keep the non-federal share of the costs borne by the Alabama State Port Authority
to maintain the Mobile Harbor project as low as possible?
The scientific literature is replete with numerous examples where navigation channels dredged through coastal
inlets have interrupted the littoral drift of nearshore sands along the beach, causing beaches downdrift of the
inlets to erode. This phenomenon is common along the entire US Gulf Coast, the rest of the nation, and around
the world. Yet, the Mobile District has maintained this scientific model widely accepted by coastal scientists and
engineers does not apply to dredging the Outer Bar Channel through the Mobile Pass Inlet and the erosion of
Dauphin Island. The General Evaluation Study and EIS must devote considerable attention to this issue and
provide convincing information to support whatever conclusion the Corps develops.
The Corps has dumped dredged sands in the Sand Island Beneficial Use Area (SIBUA) south of the lighthouse
for years with the position being that these sands are moved by currents to Dauphin Island to counter erosion.
However, the observed evidence indicates most of the sands are not moved, but accumulate at that location,
while Sand Island has almost disappeared and Dauphin Island continues to erode. This leads to the conclusion
that the SIBUA is failing to meet its intended purpose. The General Reevaluation Study and EIS should
thoroughly evaluate why the SIBUA fails to meet its purpose.
In lieu of continuing to use the SIBUA, the Corps should adopt the same shallow water (<10 to 15 feet) deposition
methods the Mobile District has recently recommended be used to build back Petit Bois Island's eroded Gulf
shoreline west of Dauphin Island.

Ms. Jennifer Jacobson
US Army Corps of Engineers
Mobile District, Planning & Environmental Division
Coastal Environment Team
PO Box 2288
Mobile, Alabama 36628-0001

Comment # 83

February 20, 2016
Dear Ms. Jacobson
I am writing to share my concerns regarding the General Reevaluation Study and Environmental Impact Statement to
deepen and widen the Mobile Harbor Ship Channel. In response to the Corps of Engineers Public Scoping Meeting held
January 12, I have a number of concerns and ask that you take the below items into consideration.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

If the Corps plans to dispose of dredged material in Mobile Bay (i.e., thin layer spreading, island creation, etc.)
removed during initial deepening and widening of the ship channel and future maintenance, the Corps should
prepare a Dredged Material Disposal Master Plan for Mobile Bay and mak~ it part of the Study and EIS.
Information should be made available to the public in a timely manner, allowing for public involvementand
feedback throughout the process.
The Corps should no longer purposefully exclude Dauphin Island from its "Regional Sediment Management
Strategy (RMS)" for Mobile Bay. Instead, the Study should incorporate Dauphin Island in the existing RMS
approach because the island's erosion is affected by maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel. The Corps should
devote major attention to the beneficial use of dredged sands to counter erosion.
Comply with Section 5 of the River and Harbor Act of 1935 that requires every Corps report involving an
"improvement" to an inlet (i.e., Mobile Harbor Outer Bar Channel through Mobile Pass) to evaluate shoreline
erosion for a distance of not less than ten miles on either side of the inlet channel. The Corps' 1980 report and
EIS did not comply with that law.
Thoroughly address the cumulative historical sand losses to Dauphin Island dating back to at least 1958 that
correspond with increasing deepening of the Outer Bar Channel according to U.S. Geological Survey's 2007
report. This analysis is needed to establish the historical and baseline and projected future conditions to describe
the No Action Alternative against which the deepening and widening alternatives will be compared. The Corps
cannot ignore the losses in millions and millions of littoral drift sands due to its maintenance practices and the
erosion of Dauphin Island that occurred over time.
Explain why the Corps no longer agrees with the agency position stated in its draft 1978 report on Dauphin
Island's beach erosion that concluded maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel is contributing to at least 40% of
Dauphin Island's erosion problem. Document why the findings and conclusions of that report are now considered
to be invalid? The Corps not only ignores its own 1978 report now, but is of the new position that maintenance
dredging of the channel has no impact on the erosion of Dauphin Island. How can the Corps expect the public to
believe the results of the impending Study and EIS, when its change in position on the erosion issue appears to
have been influenced by its desire to win the 2000-2009 lawsuit with the Dauphin Island Property Owners
Association and by the desire keep the non-federal share of tile costs borne by the Alabama State Port Authority
to maintain the Mobile Harbor project as low as possible?
The scientific literature is replete with numerous examples where navigation channels dredged through coastal
inlets have interrupted the littoral drift of nearshore sands along the beach, causing beaches downdrift of the
inlets to erode. This phenomenon is common along the entire US Gulf Coast, the rest of the nation, and around
the world. Yet, the Mobile District has maintained this scientific model widely accepted by coastal scientists and
engineers does not apply to dredging the Outer Bar Channel through the Mobile Pass Inlet and the erosion of
Dauphin Island. The General Evaluation Study and EIS must devote considerable attention to this issue and
provide convincing information to support whatever conclusion the Corps develops.
The Corps has dumped dredged sands in the Sand Island Beneficial Use Area (SIBUA) south of the lighthouse
for years with the position being that these sands are moved by currents to Dauphin Island to counter erosion.
However, the observed evidence indicates most of the sands are not moved, but accumulate at that location,
while Sand Island has almost disappeared and Dauphin Island continues to erode. This leads to the conclusion
that the SIBUA is failing to meet its intended purpose. The General Reevaluation Study and EIS should
thoroughly evaluate why the SIBUA fails to meet its purpose.
In lieu of continuing to use the SIBUA, the Corps should adopt the same shallow water (<10 to 15 feet) deposition
methods the Mobile District has recently recommended be used to build back Petit Bois Island's eroded Gulf
shoreline west of Dauphin Island.

Ms. Jennifer Jacobson
US Army Corps of Engineers
Mobile District, Planning & Environmental Division
Coastal Environment Team
PO Box 2288
Mobile, Alabama 36628-0001

Comment # 84

February 20, 2016
Dear Ms. Jacobson
I am writing to share my concerns regarding the General Reevaluation Study and Environmental Impact Statement to
deepen and widen the Mobile Harbor Ship Channel. In response to the Corps of Engineers Public Scoping Meeting held
January 12, I have a number of concerns and ask that you take the below items into consideration.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

If the Corps plans to dispose of dredged material in Mobile Bay (i.e., thin layer spreading, island creation, etc.)
removed during initial deepening and widening of the ship channel and future maintenance, the Corps should·
prepare a Dredged Material Disposal Master Plan for Mobile Bay and make it part of the Study and EIS.
Information should be made available to the public in a timely manner, allowing for public involvement and
feedback throughout the process.
The Corps should no longer purposefully exclude Dauphin Island from its "Regional Sediment Management
Strategy (RMS)" for Mobile Bay. Instead, the Study should incorporate Dauphin Island in the existing RMS
approach because the island's erosion is affected by maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel. The Corps should
devote major attention to the beneficial use of dredged sands to counter erosion.
Comply with Section 5 of the River and Harbor Act of 1935 that requires every Corps report involving an
"improvement" to an inlet (i.e., Mobile Harbor Outer Bar Channel through Mobile Pass) to evaluate shoreline
erosion for a distance of not less than ten miles on either side of the inlet channel. The Corps' 1980 report and
EIS did not comply with that law.
Thoroughly address the cumulative historical sand losses to Dauphin Island dating back to at least 1958 that
correspond with increasing deepening of the Outer Bar Channel according to U.S. Geological Survey's 2007
report. This analysis is needed to establish the historical and baseline and projected future conditions to describe
the No Action Alternative against which the deepening and widening alternatives will be compared. The Corps
cannot ignore the losses in millions and millions of littoral drift sands due to its maintenance practices and the
erosion of Dauphin Island that occurred over time.
Explain why the Corps no longer agrees with the agency position stated in its draft 1978 report on Dauphin
Island's beach erosion that concluded maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel is contributing to at least 40% of
Dauphin Island's erosion problem. Document why the findings and conclusions of that report are now considered
to be invalid? The Corps not only ignores its own 1978 report now, but is of the new position that maintenance
dredging of the channel has no impact on the erosion of Dauphin Island. How can the Corps expect the public to
believe the results of the impending Study and EIS, when its change in position on the erosion issue appears to
have been influenced by its desire to win the 2000-2009 lawsuit with the Dauphin Island Property Owners
Association and by the desire keep the non-federal share of the costs borne by the Alabama State Port Authority
to maintain the Mobile Harbor project as low as possible?
The scientific literature is replete with numerous examples where navigation channels dredged through coastal
inlets have interrupted the littoral drift of nearshore sands along the beach, causing beaches downdrift of the
inlets to erode. This phenomenon is common along the entire US Gulf Coast, the rest of the nation, and around
the world. Yet, the Mobile District has maintained this scientific model widely accepted by coastal scientists and
engineers does not apply to dredging the Outer Bar Channel through the Mobile Pass Inlet and the erosion of
Dauphin Island. The General Evaluation Study and EIS must devote considerable attention to this issue and
provide convincing information to support whatever conclusion the Corps develops.
The Corps has dumped dredged sands in the Sand Island Beneficial Use Area (SIBUA) south of the lighthouse
for years with the position being that these sands are moved by currents to Dauphin Island to counter erosion.
However, the observed evidence indicates most of the sands are not moved, but accumulate at that location,
while Sand Island has almost disappeared and Dauphin Island continues to erode. This leads to the conclusion
that the SIBUA is failing to meet its intended purpose. The General Reevaluation Study and EIS should
thoroughly evaluate why the SIBUA fails to meet its purpose.
In lieu of continuing to use the SIBUA, the Corps should adopt the same shallow water (<10 to 15 feet) deposition
methods the Mobile District has recently recommended be used to build back Petit Bois Island's eroded Gulf
shoreline west of Dauphin Island.

,,
Ms. Jennifer Jacobson
US Army Corps of Engineers
Mobile District, Planning & Environmental Division
Coastal Environment Team
PO Box2288
Mobile, Alabama 36628-0001

Comment # 85

February 20, 2016
Dear Ms. Jacobson
I am writing to share my concerns regarding the General Reevaluation Study and Environmental Impact Statement to
deepen and widen the Mobile Harbor Ship Channel. In response to the Corps of Engineers Public Scoping Meeting held
January 12, I have a number of concerns and ask that you take the below items into consideration.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

If the Corps plans to dispose of dredged material in Mobile Bay (i.e., thin layer spreading, island creation, etc.)
removed during initial deepening and widening of the ship channel and future maintenance, the Corps should
prepare a Dredged Material Disposal Master Plan for Mobile Bay and make it part of the Study and EIS.
information shouid be made available to the public in a timely manner, allowing for public involvement and
feedback throughout the process.
The Corps should no longer purposefully exclude Dauphin Island from its "Regional Sediment Management
Strategy (RMS)" for Mobile Bay. Instead, the Study should incorporate Dauphin Island in the existing RMS
approach because the island's erosion is affected by maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel. The Corps should
devote major attention to the beneficial use of dredged sands to counter erosion.
Comply with Section 5 of the River and Harbor Act of 1935 that requires every Corps report involving an
"improvement" to an inlet (i.e., Mobile Harbor Outer Bar Channel through Mobile Pass) to evaluate shoreline
erosion for a distance of not less than ten miles on either side of the inlet channel. The Corps' 1980 report and
EIS did not comply with that law.
Thoroughly address the cumulative historical sand losses to Dauphin Island dating back to at least 1958 that
correspond with increasing deepening of the Outer Bar Channel according to U.S. Geological Survey's 2007
report. This analysis is needed to establish the historical and baseline and projected future conditions to describe
the No Action Alternative against which the deepening and widening alternatives will be compared. The Corps
cannot ignore the losses in millions and millions of littoral drift sands due to its maintenance practices and the
erosion of Dauphin Island that occurred over time.
Explain why the Corps no longer agrees with the agency position stated in its draft 1978 report on Dauphin
Island's beach erosion that concluded maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel is contributing to at least 40% of
Dauphin Island's erosion problem. Document why the findings and conclusions of that report are now considered
to be invalid? The Corps not only ignores its own 1978 report now, but is of the new position that maintenance
dredging of the channel has no impact on the erosion of Dauphin Island. How can the Corps expect the public to
believe the results of the impending Study and EIS, when its change in position on the erosion issue appears to
have been influenced by its desire to win the 2000-2009 lawsuit with the Dauphin Island Property Owners
Association and by the desire keep the non-federal share of the costs borne by the Alabama State Port Authority
to maintain the Mobile Harbor project as low as possible?
The scientific literature is replete with numerous examples where navigation channels dredged through coastal
inlets have interrupted the littoral drift of nearshore sands along the beach, causing beaches downdrift of the
inlets to erode. This phenomenon is common along the entire US Gulf Coast, the rest of the nation, and around
the world. Yet, the Mobile District has maintained this scientific model widely accepted by coastal scientists and
engineers does not apply to dredging the Outer Bar Channel through the Mobile Pass Inlet and the erosion of
Dauphin Island. The General Evaluation Study and EIS must devote considerable attention to this issue and
provide convincing information to support whatever conclusion the Corps develops.
The Corps has dumped dredged sands in the Sand Island Beneficial Use Area (SIBUA) south of the lighthouse
for years with the position being that these sands are moved by currents to Dauphin Island to counter erosion.
However, the observed evidence indicates most of the sands are not moved, but accumulate at that location,
while Sand Island has almost disappeared and Dauphin Island continues to erode. This leads to the conclusion
that the SIBUA is failing to meet its intended purpose. The General Reevaluation Study and EIS should
thoroughly evaluate why the SIBUA fails to meet its purpose.
In lieu of continuing to use the SIBUA, the Corps should adopt the same shallow water (<10 to 15 feet) deposition
methods the Mobile District has recently recommended be used to build back Petit Bois Island's eroded Gulf
shoreline west of Dauphin Island.

Ms. Jennifer Jacobson
US Army Corps of Engineers
Mobile District, Planning & Environmental Division
Coastal Environment Team
PO Box2288
Mobile, Alabama 36628-0001

Comment # 86

February 20, 2016
Dear Ms. Jacobson
I am writing to share my concerns regarding the General Reevaluation Study and Environmental Impact Statement to
deepen and widen the Mobile Harbor Ship Channel. In response to the Corps of Engineers Public Scoping Meeting held
January 12, I have a number of concerns and ask that you take the below items into consideration.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

If the Corps plans to dispose of dredged material in Mobile Bay (i.e., thin layer spreading, island creation, etc.)
removed during initial deepening and widening of the ship channel and future maintenance, the Corps should
prepare a Dredged Material Disposal Master Plan for Mobile Bay and make it part of the Study and EIS.
Information should be made available to the public in a timely manner, allowing for public involvement and
feedback throughout the process.
The Corps should no longer purposefuily exclude Dauphin Island from its "Regional Sediment Management
Strategy (RMS)" for Mobile Bay. Instead, the Study should incorporate Dauphin Island in the existing RMS
approach because the island's erosion is affected by maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel. The Corps should
devote major attention to the beneficial use of dredged sands to counter erosion.
Comply with Section 5 of the River and Harbor Act of 1935 that requires every Corps report involving an
"improvement" to an inlet (i.e., Mobile Harbor Outer Bar Channel through Mobile Pass) to evaluate shoreline
erosion for a distance of not less than ten miles on either side of the inlet channel. The Corps' 1980 report and
EIS did not comply with that law.
Thoroughly address the cumulative historical sand losses to Dauphin Island dating back to at least 1958 that
correspond with increasing deepening of the Outer Bar Channel according to U.S. Geological Survey's 2007
report. This analysis is needed to establish the historical and baseline and projected future conditions to describe
the No Action Alternative against which the deepening and widening alternatives will be compared. The Corps
cannot ignore the losses in millions and millions of littoral drift sands due to its maintenance practices and the
erosion of Dauphin Island that occurred over time.
Explain why the Corps no longer agrees with the agency position stated in its draft 1978 report on Dauphin
Island's beach erosion that concluded maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel is contributing to at least 40% of
Dauphin Island's erosion problem. Document why the findings and conclusions of that report are now considered
to be invalid? The Corps not only ignores its own 1978 report now, but is of the new position that maintenance
dredging of the channel has no impact on the erosion of Dauphin.Jsland. How can the Corps expect the public to
believe the results of the impending Study and EIS, when its change in position on the erosion issue appears to
have been influenced by its desire to win the 2000-2009 lawsuit with the Dauphin Island Property Owners
Association and by the desire keep the non-federal share of the costs borne by the Alabama State Port Authority
to maintain the Mobile Harbor project as low as possible?
The scientific literature is replete with numerous examples where navigation channels dredged through coastal
inlets have interrupted the littoral drift of nearshore sands along the beach, causing beaches downdrift of the
inlets to erode. This phenomenon is common along the entire US Gulf Coast, the rest of the nation, and around
the world. Yet, the Mobile District has maintained this scientific model widely accepted by coastal scientists and
engineers does not apply to dredging the Outer Bar Channel through the Mobile Pass Inlet and the erosion of
Dauphin Island. The General Evaluation Study and EIS must devote considerable attention to this issue and
provide convincing information to support whatever conclusion the Corps develops.
The Corps has dumped dredged sands in the Sand Island Beneficial Use Area (SIBUA) south of the lighthouse
for years with the position being that these sands are moved by currents to Dauphin Island to counter erosion.
However, the observed evidence indicates most of the sands are not moved, but accumulate at that location,
while Sand Island has almost disappeared and Dauphin Island continues to erode. This leads to the conclusion
that the SIBUA is failing to meet its intended purpose. The General Reevaluation Study and EIS should
thoroughly evaluate why the SIBUA fails to meet its purpose.
In lieu of continuing to use the SIBUA, the Corps should adopt the same shallow water (<10 to 15 feet) deposition
methods the Mobile District has recently recommended be used to build back Petit Bois Island's eroded Gulf
shoreline west of Dauphin Island.

Ms. Jen~ifer Jacobson
US Army Corps of Engineers
Mobile District, Planning & Environmental Division
Coastal Environment Team
PO Box2288
Mobile, Alabama 36628-0001

Comment # 87

February 20, 2016
Dear Ms. Jacobson
I am writing to share my concerns regarding the General Reevaluation Study and Environmental Impact Statement to
deepen and widen the Mobile Harbor Ship Channel. In response to the Corps of Engineers Public Scoping Meeting held
January 12, I have a number of concerns and ask that you take the below items into consideration.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

If the Corps plans to dispose of dredged material in Mobile Bay (i.e., thin layer spreading, island creation, etc.)
removed during initial deepening and widening of the ship channel and future maintenance, the Corps should
prepare a Dredged Material Disposal Master Plan for Mobile Bay and make it part of the Study and EIS.
Information should be made available to the public in a timely manner, allowing for public involvement and
feedback throughout the process.
The Corps should no longer purposefully exclude Dauphin Island from its "Regional Sediment Management
Strategy (RMS)" for Mobile Bay. Instead, the Study should incorporate Dauphin Island in the existing RMS
approach because the island's erosion is affected by maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel. The Corps should
devote major attention to the beneficial use of dredged sands to counter erosion.
Comply with Section 5 of the River and Harbor Act of 1935 that requires every Corps report involving an
"improvement" to an inlet (i.e., Mobile Harbor Outer Bar Channel through Mobile Pass) to evaluate shoreline
erosion for a distance of not less than ten miles on either side of the inlet channel. The Corps' 1980 report and
EIS did not comply with that law.
Thoroughly address the cumulative historical sand losses to Dauphin Island dating back to at least 1958 that
correspond with increasing deepening of the Outer Bar Channel according to U.S. Geological Survey's 2007
report. This analysis is needed to establish the historical and baseline and projected future conditions to describe
the No Action Alternative against which the deepening and widening alternatives will be compared. The Corps
cannot ignore the losses in millions and millions of littoral drift sands due to its maintenance practices and the
erosion of Dauphin Island that occurred over time.
Explain why the Corps no longer agrees with the agency position stated in its draft 1978 report on Dauphin
Island's beach erosion that concluded maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel is contributing to at least 40% of
Dauphin Island's erosion problem. Document why the findings and conclusions of that report are now considered
to be invalid? The Corps not only ignores its own 1978 report now, but is of the new position that maintenance
dredging of the channel has no impact on the erosion of Dauphin Island. How can the Corps expect the public to
believe the results of the impending Study and EIS, when its change in position on the erosion issue appears to
have been influenced by its desire to win the 2000-2009 lawsuit with the Dauphin Island Property Owners
Association and by the desire keep the non-federal share of the costs borne by the Alabama State Port Authority
to maintain the Mobile Harbor project as low as possible?
The scientific literature is replete with numerous examples where navigation channels dredged through coastal
inlets have interrupted the littoral drift of nearshore sands along the beach, causing beaches downdrift of the
inlets to erode. This phenomenon is common along the entire US Gulf Coast, the rest of the nation, and around
the world. Yet, the Mobile District has maintained this scientific model widely accepted by coastal scientists and
engineers does not apply to dredging the Outer Bar Channel through the Mobile Pass Inlet and the erosion of
Dauphin Island. The General Evaluation Study and EIS must devote considerable attention to this issue and
provide convincing information to support whatever conclusion the Corps develops.
The Corps has dumped dredged sands in the Sand Island Beneficial Use Area (SIBUA) south of the lighthouse
for years with the position being that these sands are moved by currents to Dauphin Island to counter erosion.
However, the observed evidence indicates most of the sands are not moved, but accumulate at that location,
while Sand Island has almost disappeared and Dauphin Island continues to erode. This leads to the conclusion
that the SIBUA is failing to meet its intended purpose. The General Reevaluation Study and EIS should
thoroughly evaluate why the SIBUA fails to meet its purpose.
In lieu of continuing to use the SIBUA, the Corps should adopt the same shallow water (<10 to 15 feet) deposition
methods the Mobile District has recently recommended be used to build back Petit Bois Island's eroded Gulf
shoreline west of Dauphin Island.

Ms. Jennifer Jacobson
US Army Corps of Engineers
Mobile District, Planning & Environmental Division
Coastal Environment Team
PO Box2288
Mobile, Alabama 36628-0001

Comment # 88

February 20, 2016
Dear Ms. Jacobson
I am writing to share my concerns regarding the General Reevaluation Study and Environmental Impact Statement to
deepen and widen the Mobile Harbor Ship Channel. In response to the Corps of Engineers Public Scoping Meeting held
January 12, I have a number of concerns and ask that you take the below items into consideration.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

If the Corps plans to dispose of dredged material in Mobile Bay (i.e., thin layer spreading, island creation, etc.)
removed during initial deepening and widening of the ship channel and future maintenance, the Corps should
prepare a Dredged Material Disposal Master Plan for Mobile Bay and make it part of the Study and EIS.
Information should be made available to the public in a timely manner, allowing for public involvement and
feedback throughout the process.
The Corps should no longer purposefully exclude Dauphin Island from its "Regional Sediment Management
Strategy (RMS)" for Mobile Bay. Instead, the Study should incorporate Dauphin Island in the existing RMS
approach because the island's erosion is affected by maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel. The Corps should
devote major attention to the beneficial use of dredged sands to counter erosion.
Comply with Section 5 of the River and Harbor Act of 1935 that requires every Corps report involving an
"improvement" to an inlet (i.e., Mobile Harbor Outer Bar Channel through Mobile Pass) to evaluate shoreline
erosion for a distance of not less than ten miles on either side of the inlet channel. The Corps' 1980 report and
EIS did not comply with that law.
Thoroughly address the cumulative historical sand losses to Dauphin Island dating back to at least 1958 that
correspond with increasing deepening of the Outer Bar Channel according to U.S. Geological Survey's 2007
report. This analysis is needed to establish the historical and baseline and projected future conditions to describe
the No Action Alternative against which the deepening and widening alternatives will be compared. The Corps
cannot ignore the losses in millions and millions of littoral drift sands due to its maintenance practices and the
erosion of Dauphin Island that occurred over time.
Explain why the Corps no longer agrees with the agency position stated in its draft 1978 report on Dauphin
Island's beach erosion that concluded maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel is contributing to at least 40% of
Dauphin lsland'i:; erosicn problem. Document why the findings and conclusions of that report are now considered
to be invalid? T 1 J Corps not only ignores its own 1978 report now, but is of the new position that maintenance
dredging of the channel has no impact on the erosion of Dauphin Island. How can the Corps expect the public to
believe the results of the impending Study and EIS, when its change in position on the erosion issue appears to
have been influenced by its desire to win the 2000-2009 lawsuit with the Dauphin Island Property Owners
Association and by the desire keep the non-federal share of the costs borne by the Alabama State Port Authority
to maintain the Mobile Harbor project as low as possible?
The scientific literature is replete with numerous examples where navigation channels dredged through coastal
inlets have interrupted the littoral drift of nearshore sands along the beach, causing beaches downdrift of the
inlets to erode. This phenomenon is common along the entire US Gulf Coast, the rest of the nation, and around
the world. Yet, the Mobile District has maintained this scientific model widely accepted by coastal scientists and
engineers does not apply to dredging the Outer Bar Channel through the Mobile Pass Inlet and the erosion of
Dauphin Island. The General Evaluation Study and EIS must devote considerable attention to this issue and
provide convincing information to support whatever conclusion the Corps develops.
The Corps has dumped dredged sands in the Sand Island Beneficial Use Area (SIBUA) south of the lighthouse
for years with the position being that these sands are moved by currents to Dauphin Island to counter erosion.
However, the observed evidence indicates most of the sands are not moved, but accumulate at that location,
while Sand Island has almost disappeared and Dauphin Island continues to erode. This leads to the conclusion
that the SIBUA is failing to meet its intended purpose. The General Reevaluation Study and EIS should
thoroughly evaluate why the SIBUA fails to meet its purpose.
In lieu of continuing to use the SIBUA, the Corps should adopt the same shallow water (<10 to 15 feet) deposition
methods the Mobile District has recently recommended be used to build back Petit Bois Island's eroded Gulf
shoreline west of Dauphin Island.

Ms. Jennifer Jacobson
US Army Corps of Engineers
Mobile District, Planning & Environmental Division
Coastal Environment Team
PO Box2288
Mobile, Alabama 36628-0001

Comment # 89

February 20, 2016
Dear Ms. Jacobson
I am writing to share my concerns regarding the General Reevaluation Study and Environmental Impact Statement to
deepen and widen the Mobile Harbor Ship Channel. In response to the Corps of Engineers Public Scoping Meeting held
January 12, I have a number of concerns and ask that you take the below items into consideration.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

If the Corps plans to dispose of dredged material in Mobile Bay (i.e., thin layer spreading, island creation, etc.)
removed during initial deepening and widening of the ship channel and future maintenance, the Corps should
prepare a Dredged Material Disposal Master Plan for Mobile Bay and make it part of the Study and EIS.
Information should be made available to the public in a timely manner, allowing for public involvement and
feedback throughout the process.
The Corps should no longer purposefully exclude Dauphin Island from its "Regional Sediment Management
Strategy (RMS)" for Mobile Bay. Instead, the Study should incorporate Dauphin Island in the existing RMS
approach because the island's erosion is affected by maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel. The Corps should
devote major attention to the beneficial use of dredged sands to counter erosion.
Comply with Section 5 of the River and Harbor Act of 1935 that requires every Corps report involving an
"improvement" to an inlet (i.e., Mobile Harbor Outer Bar Channel through Mobile Pass) to evaluate shoreline
erosion for a distance of not less than ten miles on either side of the inlet channel. The Corps' 1980 report and
EIS did not comply with that law.
Thoroughly address the cumulative historical sand losses to Dauphin Island dating back to at least 1958 that
correspond with increasing deepening of the Outer Bar Channel according to U.S. Geological Survey's 2007
report. This analysis is needed to establish the historical and baseline and projected future conditions to describe
the No Action Alternative against which the deepening and widening alternatives will be compared. The Corps
cannot ignore the losses in millions and millions of littoral drift sands due to its maintenance practices and the
erosion of Dauphin Island that occurred over time.
Explain why the Corps no longer agrees with the agency position stated in its draft 1978 report on Dauphin
Island's beach erosion that concluded maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel is contributing to at least 40% of
Dauphin Island's erosion problem. Document why the findings and conclusions of that report are now considered
to be invalid? The Corps not only ignores its own 1978 report now, but is of the new position that maintenance
dredging of the channel has no impact on the erosion of Dauphin Island. How can the Corps expect the public to
believe the results of the impending Study and EIS, when its change in position on the erosion issue appears to
have been influenced by its desire to win the 2000-2009 lawsuit with the Dauphin Island Property Owners
Association and by the desire keep the non-federal share of the costs borne by the Alabama State Port Authority
to maintain the Mobile Harbor project as low as possible?
The scientific literature is replete with numerous examples where navigation channels oredged through coastal
inlets have interrupted the littoral drift of nearshore sands along the beach, causing beaches downdrift of the
inlets to erode. This phenomenon is common along the entire US Gulf Coast, the rest of the nation, and around
the world. Yet, the Mobile District has maintained this scientific model widely accepted by coastal scientists and
engineers does not apply to dredging the Outer Bar Channel through the Mobile Pass Inlet and the erosion of
Dauphin Island. The General Evaluation Study and EIS must devote considerable attention to this issue and
provide convincing information to support whatever conclusion the Corps develops.
The Corps has dumped dredged sands in the Sand Island Beneficial Use Area (SIBUA) south of the lighthouse
for years with the position being that these sands are moved by currents to Dauphin Island to counter erosion.
However, the observed evidence indicates most of the sands are not moved, but accumulate at that location,
while Sand Island has almost disappeared and Dauphin Island continues to erode. This leads to the conclusion
that the SIBUA is failing to meet its intended purpose. The General Reevaluation Study and EIS should
thoroughly evaluate why the SIBUA fails to meet its purpose.
In lieu of continuing to use the SIBUA, the Corps should adopt the same shallow water (<10 to 15 feet) deposition
methods the Mobile District has recently recommended be used to build back Petit Bois Island's eroded Gulf
shoreline west of Dauphin Island.

'Ms. Jennifer Jacobson
US Army Corps of Engineers
Mobile District, Planning & Environmental Division
Coastal Environment Team
PO Box2288
Mobile, Alabama 36628-0001

Comment # 90

February 20, 2016
Dear Ms. Jacobson
I am writing to share my concerns regarding the General Reevaluation Study and Environmental Impact Statement to
deepen and widen the Mobile Harbor Ship Channel. In response to the Corps of Engineers Public Scoping Meeting held
January 12, I have a number of concerns and ask that you take the below items into consideration.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

If the Corps plans to dispose of dredged material in Mobile Bay (i.e., thin layer spreading, island creation, etc.)
removed during initial deepening and widening of the ship channel and future maintenance, the Corps should
prepare a Dredged Material Disposal Master Plan for Mobile Bay and make it part of the Study and EIS.
Information should be made available to the public in a timely manner, allowing for public involvement and
feedback throughout the process.
The Corps should no longer purposefully exclude Dauphin Island from its "Regional Sediment Management
Strategy (RMS)" for Mobile Bay. Instead, the Study should incorporate Dauphin Island in the existing RMS
approach because the island's erosion is affected by maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel. The Corps should
devote major attention to the beneficial use of dredged sands to counter erosion.
Comply with Section 5 of the River and Harbor Act of 1935 that requires every Corps report involving an
"improvement" to an inlet (i.e., Mobile Harbor Outer Bar Channel through Mobile Pass) to evaluate shoreline
erosion for a distance of not less than ten miles on either side of the inlet channel. The Corps' 1980 report and
EIS did not comply with that law.
Thoroughly address the cumulative historical sand losses to Dauphin Island dating back to at least 1958 that
correspond with increasing deepening of the Outer Bar Channel according to U.S. Geological Survey's 2007
report. This analysis is needed to establish the historical and baseline and projected future conditions to describe
the No Action Alternative against which the deepening and widening alternatives will be compared. The Corps
cannot ignore the losses in millions and millions of littoral drift sands due to its maintenance practices and the
erosion of Dauphin Island that occurred over time.
Explain why the Corps no longer agrees with the agency position stated in its draft 1978 report on Dauphin
Island's beach erosion that concluded maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel is contributing to at least 40% of
Dauphin Island's erosion problem. Document why the findings and conclusions of that report are now considered
to be invalid? The Corps not only ignores its own 1978 report now, but is of the new position that maintenance
dredging of the channel has no impact on the erosion of Dauphin Island. How can the Corps expect the public to
believe the results of the impending Study and EIS, when its change in position on the erosion issue appears to
have been influenced by its desire to win the 2000-2009 lawsuit with the Dauphin Island Property Owners
Association and by the desire keep the non-federal share of the costs borne by the Alabama State Port Authority
to maintain the Mobile Harbor project as low as possible?
The scientific literature is replete with numerous examples where navigation channels dredged through coastal
inlets have interrupted the littoral drift of nearshore sands along the beach, causing beaches downdrift of the
inlets to erode. This phenomenon is common along the entire US Gulf Coast, the rest of the nation, and around
the world. Yet, the Mobile District has maintained this scientific model widely accepted by coastal scientists and
engineers does not apply to dredging the Outer Bar Channel through the Mobile Pass Inlet and the erosion of
Dauphin Island. The General Evaluation Study and EIS must devote considerable attention to this issue and
provide convincing information to support whatever conclusion the Corps develops.
The Corps has dumped dredged sands in the Sand Island Beneficial Use Area (SIBUA) south of the lighthouse
for years with the position being that these sands are moved by currents to Dauphin Island to counter erosion.
However, the observed evidence indicates most of the sands are not moved, but accumulate at that location,
while Sand Island has almost disappeared and Dauphin Island continues to erode. This leads to the conclusion
that the SIBUA is failing to meet its intended purpose. The General Reevaluation Study and EIS should
thoroughly evaluate why the SIBUA fails to meet its purpose.
In lieu of continuing to use the SIBUA, the Corps should adopt the same shallow water (<10 to 15 feet) deposition
methods the Mobile District has recently recommended be used to build back Petit Bois Island's eroded Gulf
shoreline west of Dauphin Island.

Ms. Jennifer Jacobson
US Army Corps of Engineers
Mobile District, Planning & Environmental Division
Coastal Environment Team
PO Box 2288
Mobile, Alabama 36628-0001

Comment # 91

February 20, 2016
Dear Ms. Jacobson
I am writing to share my concerns regarding the General Reevaluation Study and Environmental Impact Statement to
deepen and widen the Mobile Harbor Ship Channel. In response to the Corps of Engineers Public Scoping Meeting held
January 12, I have a number of concerns and ask that you take the below items into consideration.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

If the Corps plans to dispose of dredged material in Mobile Bay (i.e., thin layer spreading, island creation, etc.)
removed during initial deepening and widening of the ship channel and future maintenance, the Corps should
prepare a Dredged Material Disposal Master Plan for Mobile Bay and make it part of the Study and EIS.
Information should be made available to the public in a timely manner, allowing for public involvement and
feedback throughout the process.
The Corps should no longer purposefully exclude Dauphin Island from its "Regional Sediment Management
Strategy (RMS)" for Mobile Bay. Instead, the Study should incorporate Dauphin Island in the existing RMS
approach because the island's erosion is affected by maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel. The Corps should
devote major attention to the beneficial use of dredged sands to counter erosion.
Comply with Section 5 of the River and Harbor Act of 1935 that requires every Corps report involving an
"improvement" to an inlet (i.e., Mobile Harbor Outer Bar Channel through Mobile Pass) to evaluate shoreline
erosion for a distance of not less than ten miles on either side of the inlet channel. The Corps' 1980 report and
EIS did not comply with that law.
Thoroughly address the cumulative historical sand losses to Dauphin Island dating back to at least 1958 that
correspond with increasing deepening of the Outer Bar Channel according to U.S. Geological Survey's 2007
report. This analysis is needed to establish the historical and baseline and projected future conditions to describe
the No Action Alternative against which the deepening and widening alternatives will be compared. The Corps
cannot ignore the losses in millions and millions of littoral drift sands due to its maintenance practices and the
erosion of Dauphin Island that occurred over time.
Explain why the Corps no longer agrees with the agency position stated in its draft 1978 report on Dauphin
Island's beach erosion that concluded maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel is contributing to at least 40% of
Dauphin Island's erosion problem. Document why the findings and conclusions of that report are now considered
to be invalid? The Corps not only ignores its own 1978 report now, but is of the new position that maintenance
dredging of the channel has no impact on the erosion of Dauphin Island. How can the Corps expect the public to
believe the results of the impending Study and EIS, when its change in position on the erosion issue appears to
have been influenced by its desire to win the 2000-2009 lawsuit with the Dauphin Island Property Owners
Association and by the desire keep the non-federal share of the costs borne by the Alabama State Port Authority
to maintain the Mobile Harbor project as low as possible?
The scientific literature is replete with numerous examples where navigation channels dredged through coastal
inlets have interrupted the littoral drift of nearshore sands along the beach, causing beaches downdrift of the
inlets to erode. This phenomenon is common along the entire US Gulf Coast, the rest of the nation, and around
the world. Yet, the Mobile District has maintained this scientific model widely accepted by coastal scientists and
engineers does not apply to dredging the Outer Bar Channel through the Mobile Pass Inlet and the erosion of
Dauphin Island. The General Evaluation Study and EIS must devote considerable attention to this issue and
provide convincing information to support whatever conclusion the Corps develops.
The Corps has dumped dredged sands in the Sand Island Beneficial Use Area (SIBUA) south of the lighthouse
for years with the position being that these sands are moved by currents to Dauphin,sland to counter erosion.
However, the observed evidence indicates most of the sands are not moved, but accumulate at that location,
while Sand Island has almost disappeared and Dauphin Island continues to erode. This leads to the conclusion
that the SIBUA is failing to meet its intended purpose. The General Reevaluation Study and EIS should
thoroughly evaluate why the SIBUA fails to meet its purpose.
In lieu of continuing to use the SIBUA, the Corps should adopt the same shallow water (<10 to 15 feet) deposition
methods the Mobile District has recently recommended be used to build back Petit Bois Island's eroded Gulf
shoreline west of Dauphin Island.

Ms. Jennifer Jacobson
US Army Corps of Engineers
Mobile District, Planning & Environmental Division
Coastal Environment Team
PO Box2288
Mobile, Alabama 36628-0001

Comment # 92

February 20, 2016
Dear Ms. Jacobson
I am writing to share my concerns regarding the General Reevaluation Study and Environmental Impact Statement to
deepen and widen the Mobile Harbor Ship Channel. In response to the Corps of Engineers Public Scoping Meeting held
January 12, I have a number of concerns and ask that you take the below items into consideration.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

If the Corps plans to dispose of dredged material in Mobile Bay (i.e., thin layer spreading, island creation, etc.)
removed during initial deepening and widening of the ship channel and future maintenance, the Corps should
prepare a Dredged Material Disposal Master Plan for Mobile Bay and make it part of the Study and EIS.
Information should be made available to the public in a timely manner, allowing for public involvement and
feedback throughout the process.
The Corps should no longer purposefully exclude Dauphin Island from its "Regional Sediment Management
Strategy (RMS)" for Mobile Bay. Instead, the Study should incorporate Dauphin Island in the existing RMS
approach because the island's erosion is affected by maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel. The Corps should
devote major attention to the beneficial use of dredged sands to counter erosion.
Comply with Section 5 of the River and Harbor Act of 1935 that requires every Corps report involving an
"improvement" to an inlet (i.e., Mobile Harbor Outer Bar Channel through Mobile Pass) to evaluate shoreline
erosion for a distance of not less than ten miles on either side of the inlet channel. The Corps' 1980 report and
EIS did not comply with that law.
Thoroughly address the cumulative historical sand losses to Dauphin Island dating back to at least 1958 that
correspond with increasing deepening of the Outer Bar Channel according to U.S. Geological Survey's 2007
report. This analysis is needed to establish the historical and baseline and projected future conditions to describe
the No Action Alternative against which the deepening and widening alternatives will be compared. The Corps
cannot ignore the losses in millions and millions of littoral drift sands due to its maintenance practices and the
erosion of Dauphin Island that occurred over time.
Explain why the Corps no longer agrees with the agency position stated in its draft 1978 report on Dauphin
Island's beach erosion that concluded maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel is contributing to at least 40% of
Dauphin Island's erosion problem. Document why the findings and conclusions of that report are now considered
to be invalid? The Corps not only ignores its own 1978 report now, but is of the new position that maintenance
dredging of the channel has no impact on the erosion of Dauphin Island. How can the Corps expect the public to
believe the results of the impending Study and EIS, when its change in position on the erosion issue appears to
have been influenced by its desire to win the 2000-2009 lawsuit with the Dauphin Island Property Owners
Association and by the desire keep the non-federal share of the costs borne by the Alabama State Port Authority
to maintain the Mobile Harbor project as low as possible?
The scientific literature is replete with numerous examples where navigation channels dredged through coastal
inlets have interrupted the littoral drift of nearshore sands along the beach, causing beaches downdrift of the
inlets to erode. This phenomenon is common along the entire US Gulf Coast, the rest of the nation, and around
the world. Yet, the Mobile District has maintained this scientific model widely accepted by coastal scientists and
engineers does not apply to dredging the Outer Bar Channel through the Mobile Pass Inlet and the erosion of
Dauphin Island. The General Evaluation Study and EIS must devote considerable attention to this issue and
provide convincing information to support whatever conclusion the Corps develops.
The Corps has dumped dredged sands in the Sand Island Beneficial Use Area (SIBUA) south of the lighthouse
for years with the position being that these sands are moved by currents to Dauphin Island to counter erosion.
However, the observed evidence indicates most of the sands are not moved, but accumulate at that location,
while Sand Island has almost disappeared and Dauphin Island continues to erode. This leads to the conclusion
that the SIBUA is failing to meet its intended purpose. The General Reevaluation Study and EIS should
thoroughly evaluate why the SIBUA fails to meet its purpose.
In lieu of continuing to use the SIBUA, the Corps should adopt the same shallow water (<10 to 15 feet) deposition
methods the Mobile District has recently recommended be used to build back Petit Bois Island's eroded Gulf
shoreline west of Dauphin Island.

Ms. Jennifer Jacobson
US Army Corps of Engineers
Mobile District, Planning & Environmental Division
Coastal Environment Team
PO Box 2288
Mobile, Alabama 36628-0001

Comment # 93

February 20, 2016
Dear Ms. Jacobson
I am writing to share my concerns regarding the General Reevaluation Study and Environmental Impact Statement to
deepen and widen the Mobile Harbor Ship Channel. In response to the Corps of Engineers Public Scoping Meeting held
January 12, I have a number of concerns and ask that you take the below items into consideration.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

If the Corps plans to dispose of dredged material in Mobile Bay (i.e., thin layer spreading, island creation, etc.)
removed during initial deepening and widening of the ship channel and future maintenance, the Corps should
prepare a Dredged Material Disposal Master Plan for Mobile Bay and make it part of the Study and EIS.
Information should be made available to the public in a timely manner, allowing for public involvement and
feedback throughout the process.
The Corps should no longer purposefully exclude Dauphin Island from its "Regional Sediment Management
Strategy (RMS)" for Mobile Bay. Instead, the Study should incorporate Dauphin Island in the existing RMS
approach because the island's erosion is affected by maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel. The Corps should
devote major attention to the beneficial use of dredged sands to counter erosion.
Comply with Section 5 of the River and Harbor Act of 1935 that requires every Corps report involving an
"improvement" to an inlet (i.e., Mobile Harbor Outer Bar Channel through Mobile Pass) to evaluate shoreline
erosion for a distance of not less than ten miles on either side of the inlet channel. The Corps' 1980 report and
EIS did not comply with that law.
Thoroughly address the cumulative historical sand losses to Dauphin Island dating back to at least 1958 that
correspond with increasing deepening of the Outer Bar Channel according to U.S. Geological Survey's 2007
report. This analysis is needed to establish the historical and baseline and projected future conditions to describe
the No Action Alternative against which the deepening and widening alternatives will be compared. The Corps
cannot ignore the losses in millions and millions of littoral drift sands due to its maintenance practices and the
erosion of Dauphin Island that occurred over time.
Explain why the Corps no longer agrees with the agency position stated in its draft 1978 report on Dauphin
Island's beach erosion that concluded maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel is contributing to at least 40% of
Dauphin Island's erosion problem. Document why the findings and conclusions of that report are now considered
to be invalid? The Corps not only ignores its own 1978 report now, but is of the new position that maintenance
dredging of the channel has no impact on the erosion of Dauphin Island. How can the Corps expect the public to
believe the results of the impending Study and EIS, when its change in position on the erosion issue appears to
have been influenced by its desire to win the 2000-2009 lawsuit with the Dauphin Island Property Owners
Association and by the desire keep the non-federal share of the costs borne by the Alabama State Port Authority
to maintain the Mobile Harbor project as low as possible?
The scientific literature is replete with numerous examples where navigation channels dredged through coastal
inlets have interrupted the littoral drift of nearshore sands along the beach, causing beaches downdrift of the
inlets to erode. This phenomenon is common along the entire US Gulf Coast, the rest of the nation, and around
the world. Yet, the Mobile District has maintained this scientific model widely accepted by coastal scientists and
engineers does not apply to dredging the Outer Bar Channel through the Mobile Pass Inlet and the erosion of
Dauphin Island. The General Evaluation Study and EIS mu$t devote considerable attention to this issue and
provide convincing information to support whatever conclusion the Corps develops.
The Corps has dumped dredged sands in the Sand Island Beneficial Use Area (SIBUA) south of the lighthouse
for years with the position being that these sands are moved by currents to Dauphin Island to counter erosion.
However, the observed evidence indicates most of the sands are not moved, but accumulate at that location,
while Sand Island has almost disappeared and Dauphin Island continues to erode. This leads to the conclusion
that the SIBUA is failing to meet its intended purpose. The General Reevaluation Study and EIS should
thoroughly evaluate why the SIBUA fails to meet its purpose.
In lieu of continuing to use the SIBUA, the Corps should adopt the same shallow water (<10 to 15 feet) deposition
methods the Mobile District has recently recommended be used to build back Petit Bois Island's eroded Gulf
shoreline west of Dauphin Island.

Ms. Jennifer Jacobson
US Army Corps of Engineers
Mobile District, Planning & Environmental Division
Coastal Environment Team
PO Box 2288
Mobile, Alabama 36628-0001

Comment # 94

February 20, 2016
Dear Ms. Jacobson
I am writing to share my concerns regarding the General Reevaluation Study and Environmental Impact Statement to
deepen and widen the Mobile Harbor Ship Channel. In response to the Corps of Engineers Public Scoping Meeting held
January 12, I have a number of concerns and ask that you take the below items into consideration.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

If the Corps plans to dispose of dredged material in Mobile Bay (i.e., thin layer spreading, island creation, etc.)
removed during initial deepening and widening of the ship channel and future maintenance, the Corps should
prepare a Dredged Material Disposal Master Plan for Mobile Bay and make it part of the Study and EIS.
Information should be made available to the public in a timely manner, allowing for public involvement and
feedback throughout the process.
The Corps should no longer purposefully exclude Dauphin Island from its "Regional Sediment Management
Strategy (RMS)" for Mobile Bay. Instead, the Study should incorporate Dauphin Island in the existing RMS
approach because the island's erosion is affected by maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel. The Corps should
devote major attention to the beneficial use of dredged sands to counter erosion.
Comply with Section 5 of the River and Harbor Act of 1935 that requires every Corps report involving an
"improvement" to an inlet (i.e., Mobile Harbor Outer Bar Channel through Mobile Pass) to evaluate shoreline
erosion for a distance of not less than ten miles on either side of the inlet channel. The Corps' 1980 report and
EIS did not comply with that law.
Thoroughly address the cumulative historical sand losses to Dauphin Island dating back to at least 1958 that
correspond with increasing deepening of the Outer Bar Channel according to U.S. Geological Survey's 2007
report. This analysis is needed to establish the historical and baseline and projected future conditions to describe
the No Action Alternative against which the deepening and widening alternatives will be compared. The Corps
cannot ignore the losses in millions and millions of littoral drift sands due to its maintenance practices and the
erosion of Dauphin Island that occurred over time.
Explain why the Corps no longer agrees with the agency position stated in its draft 1978 report on Dauphin
Island's beach erosion that concluded maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel is contributing to at least 40% of
Dauphin Island's erosion problem. Document why the findings and conclusions of that report are now considered
to be invalid? The Corps not only ignores its own 1978 report now, but is of the new position that maintenance
dredging of the channel has no impact on the erosion of Dauphin Island. How can the Corps expect the public to
believe the results of the impending Study and EIS, when its change in position on the erosion issue appears to
have been influenced by its desire to win the 2000-2009 lawsuit with the Dauphin Island Property Owners
Association and by the desire keep the non-federal share of the costs borne by the Alabama State Port Authority
to maintain the Mobile Harbor project as low as possible?
The scientific literature is replete with numerous examples where navigation channels dredged through coastal
inlets have interrupted the littoral drift of nearshore sands along the beach, causing beaches downdrift of the
inlets to erode. This phenomenon is common along the entire US Gulf Coast, the rest of the nation, and around
the world. Yet, the Mobile District has maintained this scientific model widely accepted by coastal scientists and
engineers does not apply to dredging the Outer Bar Channel through the Mobile Pass Inlet and the erosion of
Dauphin Island. The General Evaluation Study and EIS must devote considerable attention to this issue and
provide convincing information to support whatever conclusion the Corps develops.
The Corps has dumped dredged sands in the Sand Island Beneficial Use Area (SIBUA) south of the lighthouse
for years with the position being that these sands are moved by currents to Dauphin Island to counter erosion.
However, the observed evidence indicates most of the sands are not moved, but accumulate at that location,
while Sand Island has almost disappeared and Dauphin Island continues to erode. This leads to the conclusion
that the SIBUA is failing to meet its intended purpose. The General Reevaluation Study and EIS should
thoroughly evaluate why the SIBUA fails to meet its purpose.
In lieu of continuing to use the SIBUA, the Corps should adopt the same shallow water (<10 to 15 feet) deposition
methods the Mobile District has recently recommended be used to build back Petit Bois Island's eroded Gulf
shoreline west of Dauphin Island.

Ms. Jennifer Jacobson
US Army Corps of Engineers
Mobile District, Planning & Environmental Division
Coastal Environment Team
PO Box2288
Mobile, Alabama 36628-0001

Comment # 95

February 20, 2016
Dear Ms. Jacobson
I am writing to share my concerns regarding the General Reevaluation Study and Environmental Impact Statement to
deepen and widen the Mobile Harbor Ship Channel. In response to the Corps of Engineers Public Scoping Meeting held
January 12, I have a number of concerns and ask that you take the below items into consideration.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

If the Corps plans to dispose of dredged material in Mobile Bay (i.e., thin layer spreading, island creation, etc.)
removed during initial deepening and widening of the ship channel and future maintenance, the Corps should
prepare a Dredged Material Disposal Master Plan for Mobile Bay and make it part of the Study and EIS.
Information should be made available to the public in a timely manner, allowing for public involvement and
feedback throughout the process.
The Corps should no longer purposefully exclude Dauphin Island from its "Regional Sediment Management
Strategy (RMS)" for Mobile Bay. Instead, the Study should incorporate Dauphin Island in the existing RMS
approach because the island's erosion is affected by maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel. The Corps should
devote major attention to the beneficial use of dredged sands to counter erosion.
Comply with Section 5 of the River and Harbor Act of 1935 that requires every Corps report involving an
"improvement" to an inlet (i.e., Mobile Harbor Outer Bar Channel through Mobile Pass) to evaluate shoreline
erosion for a distance of not less than ten miles on either side of the inlet channel. The Corps' 1980 report and
EIS did not comply with that law.
Thoroughly address the cumulative historical sand losses to Dauphin Island dating back to at least 1958 that
correspond with increasing deepening of the Outer Bar Channel according to U.S. Geological Survey's 2007
report. This analysis is needed to establish the historical and baseline and projected future conditions to describe
the No Action Alternative against which the deepening and widening alternatives will be compared. The Corps
cannot ignore the losses in millions and millions of littoral drift sands due to its maintenance practices and the
erosion of Dauphin Island that occurred over time.
Explain why the Corps no longer agrees with the agency position stated in its draft 1978 report on Dauphin
Island's beach erosion that concluded maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel is contributing to at least 40% of
Dauphin Island's erosion problem. Document why the findings and conclusions of that report are now considered
to be invalid? The Corps not only ignores its own 1978 report now, but is of the new position that maintenance
dredging of the channel has no impact on the erosion of Dauphin Island. How can the Corps expect the public to
believe the results of the impending Study and EIS, when its change in position on the erosion issue appears to
have been influenced by its desire to win the 2000-2009 lawsuit with the Dauphin Island Property Owners
Association and by the desire keep the non-federal share of the costs borne by the Alabama State Port Authority
to maintain the Mobile Harbor project as low as possible?
The scientific literature is replete with numerous examples where navigation channels dredged through coastal
inlets have interrupted the littoral drift of nearshore sands along the beach, causing beaches downdrift of the
inlets to erode. This phenomenon is common along the entire US Gulf Coast, the rest of the nation, and around
the world. Yet, the Mobile District has maintained this scientific model widely accepted by coastal scientists and
engineers does not apply to dredging the Outer Bar Channel through the Mobile Pass lnlet and the erosion of
Dauphin Island. The General Evaluation Study and EIS mustdevote considerable attention to this issue and
provide convincing information to support whatever conclusion the Corps develops.
The Corps has dumped dredged sands in the Sand Island Beneficial Use Area (SIBUA) south of the lighthouse
for years with the position being that these sands are moved by currents to Dauphin Island to counter erosion.
However, the observed evidence indicates most of the sands are not moved, but accumulate at that location,
while Sand Island has almost disappeared and Dauphin Island continues to erode. This leads to the conclusion
that the SIBUA is failing to meet its intended purpose. The General Reevaluation Study and EIS should
thoroughly evaluate why the SIBUA fails to meet its purpose.
In lieu of continuing to use the SIBUA, the Corps should adopt the same shallow water (<10 to 15 feet) deposition
methods the Mobile District has recently recommended be used to build back Petit Bois Island's eroded Gulf
shoreline west of Dauphin Island.

Ms. J~nnifer Jacobson
US Army Corps of Engineers
Mobile District, Planning & Environmental Division
Coastal Environment Team
PO Box2288
Mobile, Alabama 36628-0001

Comment # 96

February 20, 2016
Dear Ms. Jacobson
I am writing to share my concerns regarding the General Reevaluation Study and Environmental Impact Statement to
deepen and widen the Mobile Harbor Ship Channel. In response to the Corps of Engineers Public Scoping Meeting held
January 12, I have a number of concerns and ask that you take the below items into consideration.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

If the Corps plans to dispose of dredged material in Mobile Bay (i.e., thin layer spreading, island creation, etc.)
removed during initial deepening and widening of the ship channel and future maintenance, the Corps should
prepare a Dredged Material Disposal Master Plan for Mobile Bay and make it part of the Study and EIS.
Information should be made available to the public in a timely manner, allowing for public involvement and
feedback throughout the process.
The Corps should no longer purposefully exclude Dauphin Island from its "Regional Sediment Management
Strategy (RMS)" for Mobile Bay. Instead, the Study should incorporate Dauphin Island in the existing RMS
approach because the island's erosion is affected by maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel. The Corps should
devote major attention to the beneficial use of dredged sands to counter erosion.
Comply with Section 5 of the River and Harbor Act of 1935 that requires every Corps report involving an
"improvement" to an inlet (i.e., Mobile Harbor Outer Bar Channel through Mobile Pass) to evaluate shoreline
erosion for a distance of not less than ten miles on either side of the inlet channel. The Corps' 1980 report and
EIS did not comply with that law.
Thoroughly address the cumulative historical sand losses to Dauphin Island dating back to at least 1958 that
correspond with increasing deepening of the Outer Bar Channel according to U.S. Geological Survey's 2007
report. This analysis is needed to establish the historical and baseline and projected future conditions to describe
the No Action Alternative against which the deepening and widening alternatives will be compared. The Corps
cannot ignore the losses in millions and millions of littoral drift sands due to its maintenance practices and the
erosion of Dauphin Island that occurred over time.
Explain why the Corps no longer agrees with the agency position stated in its draft 1978 report on Dauphin
Island's beach erosion that concluded maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel is contributing to at least 40% of
Dauphin Island's erosion problem. Document why the findings and conclusions of that report are now considered
to be invalid? The Corps not only ignores its own 1978 report now, but is of the new position that maintenance
dredging of the channel has no impact on the erosion of Dauphin Island. How can the Corps expect the public to
believe the results of the impending Study and EIS, when its change in position on the erosion issue appears to
have been influenced by its desire to win the 2000-2009 lawsuit with the Dauphin Island Property Owners
Association and by the desire keep the non-federal share of the costs borne by the Alabama State Port Authority
to maintain the Mobile Harbor project as low as possible?
The scientific literature is replete with numerous examples where navigation channels dredged through coastal
inlets have interrupted the littoral drift of nearshore sands along the beach, causing beaches downdrift of the
inlets to erode. This phenomenon is common along the entire US Gulf Coast, the rest of the nation, and around
the world. Yet, the Mobile District has maintained this scientific model widely accepted by coastal scientists and
engineers does not apply to dredging the Outer Bar Channel through the Mobile Pass Inlet and the erosion of
Dauphin Island. The General Evaluation Study and EIS must devote considerable attention to this issue and
provide convincing information to support whatever conclusion the Corps develops.
The Corps has dumped dredged sands in the Sand Island Beneficial Use Area (SIBUA) south of the lighthouse
for years with the position being that these sands are moved by currents to Dauphin Island to counter erosion.
However, the observed evidence indicates most of the sands are not moved, but accumulate at that location,
while Sand Island has almost disappeared and Dauphin Island continues to erode. This leads to the conclusion
that the SIBUA is failing to meet its intended purpose. The General Reevaluation Study and EIS should
thoroughly evaluate why the SIBUA fails to meet its purpose.
In lieu of continuing to use the SIBUA, the Corps should adopt the same shallow water (<10 to 15 feet) deposition
methods the Mobile District has recently recommended be used to build back Petit Bois Island's eroded Gulf
shoreline west of Dauphin Island.

Ms. Jennifer Jacobson
US Army Corps of Engineers
Mobile District, Planning & Environmental Division
Coastal Environment Team
PO Box 2288
Mobile, Alabama 36628-0001

Comment # 97

February 20, 2016
Dear Ms. Jacobson
I am writing to share my concerns regarding the General Reevaluation Study and Environmental Impact Statement to
deepen and widen the Mobile Harbor Ship Channel. In response to the Corps of Engineers Public Scoping Meeting held
January 12, I have a number of concerns and ask that you take the below items into consideration.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

If the Corps plans to dispose of dredged material in Mobile Bay (i.e., thin layer spreading, island creation, etc.)
removed during initial deepening and widening of the ship channel and future maintenance, the Corps should
prepare a Dredged Material Disposal Master Plan for Mobile Bay and make it part of the Study and EIS.
Information should be made available to the public in a timely manner, allowing for public involvement and
feedback throughout the process.
The Corps should no longer purposefully exclude Dauphin Island from its "Regional Sediment Management
Strategy (RMS)" for Mobile Bay. Instead, the Study should incorporate Dauphin Island in the existing RMS
approach because the island's erosion is affected by maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel. The Corps should
devote major attention to the beneficial use of dredged sands to counter erosion.
Comply with Section 5 of the River and Harbor Act of 1935 that requires every Corps report involving an
"improvement" to an inlet (i.e., Mobile Harbor Outer Bar Channel through Mobile Pass) to evaluate shoreline
erosion for a distance of not less than ten miles on either side of the inlet channel. The Corps' 1980 report and
EIS did not comply with that law.
Thoroughly address the cumulative historical sand losses to Dauphin Island dating back to at least 1958 that
correspond with increasing deepening of the Outer Bar Channel according to U.S. Geological Survey's 2007
report. This analysis is needed to establish the historical and baseline and projected future conditions to describe
the No Action Alternative against which the deepening and widening alternatives will be compared. The Corps
cannot ignore the losses in millions and millions of littoral drift sands due to its maintenance practices and the
erosion of Dauphin Island that occurred over time.
Explain why the Corps no longer agrees with the agency position stated in its draft 1978 report on Dauphin
Island's beach erosion that concluded maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel is contributing to at least 40% of
Dauphin Island's erosion problem. Document why the findings and conclusions of that report are now considered
to be invalid? The Corps not only ignores its own 1978 report now, but is of the new position that maintenance
dredging of the channel has no impact on the erosion of Dauphin Island. How can the Corps expect the public to
believe the results of the impending Study and EIS, when its change in position on the erosion issue appears to
have been influenced by its desire to win the 2000-2009 lawsuit with the Dauphin Island Property Owners
Association and by the desire keep the non-federal share of the costs borne by the Alabama State Port Authority
to maintain the Mobile Harbor project as low as possible?
The scientific literature is replete with numerous examples where navigation channels dredged through coastal
inlets have interrupted the littoral drift of nearshore sands along the beach, causing beaches downdrift of the
inlets to erode. This phenomenon is common along the entire US Gulf Coast, the rest of the nation, and around
the world. Yet, the Mobile District has maintained this scientific model widely accepted by coastal scientists and
engineers does not apply to dredging the Outer Bar Channel through the Mobile Pass Inlet and the erosion of
Dauphin Island. The General Evaluation Study and EIS must devote considerable attention to this issue and
provide convincing information to support whatever conclusion the Corps develops.
The Corps has dumped dredged sands in the Sand Island Beneficial Use Area (SIBUA) south of the lighthouse
for years with the position being that these sands are mpved by currents to Dauphin Island to counter erosion.
However, the observed evidence indicates most of the sands are not moved, but accumulate at that location,
while Sand Island has almost disappeared and Dauphin Island continues to erode. This leads to the conclusion
that the SIBUA is failing to meet its intended purpose. The General Reevaluation Study and EIS should
thoroughly evaluate why the SIBUA fails to meet its purpose.
In lieu of continuing to use the SIBUA, the Corps should adopt the same shallow water (<10 to 15 feet) deposition
methods the Mobile District has recently recommended be used to build back Petit Bois Island's eroded Gulf
shoreline west of Dauphin Island.

Ms. Jennifer Jacobson
US Army Corps of Engineers
Mobile District, Planning & Environmental Division
Coastal Environment Team
PO Box2288
Mobile, Alabama 36628-0001

Comment # 98

February 20, 2016
Dear Ms. Jacobson
I am writing to share my concerns regarding the General Reevaluation Study and Environmental Impact Statement to
deepen and widen the Mobile Harbor Ship Channel. In response to the Corps of Engineers Public Scoping Meeting held
January 12, I have a number of concerns and ask that you take the below items into consideration.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

If the Corps plans to dispose of dredged material in Mobile Bay (i.e., thin layer spreading, island creation, etc.)
removed during initial deepening and widening of the ship channel and future maintenance, the Corps should
prepare a Dredged Material Disposal Master Plan for Mobile Bay and make it part of the Study and EIS.
Information should be made available to the public in a timely manner, allowing for public involvement and
feedback throughout the process.
The Corps should no longer purposefully exclude Dauphin Island from its "Regional Sediment Management
Strategy (RMS)" for Mobile Bay. Instead, the Study should incorporate Dauphin Island in the existing RMS
approach because the island's erosion is affected by maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel. The Corps should
devote major attention to the beneficial use of dredged sands to counter erosion.
Comply with Section 5 of the River and Harbor Act of 1935 that requires every Corps report involving an
"improvement" to an inlet (i.e., Mobile Harbor Outer Bar Channel through Mobile Pass) to evaluate shoreline
erosion for a distance of not less than ten miles on either side of the inlet channel. The Corps' 1980 report and
EIS did not comply with that law.
Thoroughly address the cumulative historical sand losses to Dauphin Island dating back to at least 1958 that
correspond with increasing deepening of the Outer Bar Channel according to U.S. Geological Survey's 2007
report. This analysis is needed to establish the historical and baseline and projected future conditions to describe
the No Action Alternative against which the deepening and widening alternatives will be compared. The Corps
cannot ignore the losses in millions and millions of littoral drift sands due to its maintenance practices and the
erosion of Dauphin Island that occurred over time.
Explain why the Corps no longer agrees with the agency position stated in its draft 1978 report on Dauphin
Island's beach erosion that concluded maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel is contributing to at least 40% of
Dauphin Island's erosion problem. Document why the findings and conclusions of that report are now considered
to be invalid? The Corps not only ignores its own 1978 report now, but is of the new position that maintenance
dredging of the channel has no impact on the erosion of Dauphin Island. How can the Corps expect the public to
believe the results of the impending Study and EIS, when its change in position on the erosion issue appears to
have been influenced by its desire to win the 2000-2009 lawsuit with the Dauphin Island Property Owners
Association and by the desire keep the non-federal share of the costs borne by the Alabama State Port Authority
to maintain the Mobile Harbor project as low as possible?
The scientific literature is replete with numerous examples where navigation channels dredged through coastal
inlets have interrupted the littoral drift of nearshore sands along the beach, causing beaches downdrift of the
inlets to erode. This phenomenon is common along the entire US Gulf Coast, the rest of the nation, and around
the world. Yet, the Mobile District has maintained this scientific model widely accepted by coastal scientists and
engineers does not apply to dredging the Outer Bar Channel through the Mobile Pass Inlet and the erosion of
Dauphin Island. The General Evaluation Study and EIS must devote considerable attention to this issue and
provide convincing information to support whatever conclusion the Corps develops.
The Corps has dumped dredged sands in the Sand Island Beneficial Use Area (SIBUA) south of the lighthouse
for years with the position being that these sands are moved by currents to Dauphin Island to counter erosion.
However, the observed evidence indicates most of the sands are not moved, but accumulate at that location,
while Sand Island has almost disappeared and Dauphin Island continues to erode. This leads to the conclusion
that the SIBUA is failing to meet its intended purpose. The General Reevaluation Study and EIS should
thoroughly evaluate why the SIBUA fails to meet its purpose.
In lieu of continuing to use the SIBUA, the Corps should adopt the same shallow water (<10 to 15 feet) deposition
methods the Mobile District has recently recommended be used to build back Petit Bois Island's eroded Gulf
1
shoreline w't of Dauphin J,sland.
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(\/lobile District, Planning & Environmental Division
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Comment # 99

February 20, 2016
Dear Ms. Jacobson
I am writing to share my concerns regarding the General Reevaluation Study and Environmental Impact Statement to
deepen and widen the Mobile Harbor Ship Channel. In response to the Corps of Engineers Public Scoping Meeting held
January 12, I have a number of concerns and ask that you take the below items into consideration.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

If the Corps plans to dispose of dredged material in Mobile Bay (i.e., thin layer spreading, island creation, etc.)
removed during initial deepening and widening of the ship channel and future maintenance, the Corps should
prepare a Dredged Material Disposal Master Plan for Mobile Bay and make it part of the Study and EIS.
Information should be made available to the public in a timely manner, allowing for public involvement and
feedback throughout the process.
·
The Corps should no longer purposefully exclude Dauphin Island from its "Regional Sediment Management
Strategy (RMS)" for Mobile Bay. Instead, the Study should incorporate Dauphin Island in the existing RMS
approach because the island's erosion is affected by maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel. The Corps should
devote major attention to the beneficial use of dredged sands to counter erosion.
Comply with Section 5 of the River and Harbor Act of 1935 that requires every Corps report involving an
"improvement" to an inlet (i.e., Mobile Harbor Outer Bar Channel through Mobile Pass) to evaluate shoreline
erosion for a distance of not less than ten miles on either side of the inlet channel. The Corps' 1980 report and
EIS did not comply with that law.
Thoroughly address the cumulative historical sand losses to Dauphin Island dating back to at least 1958 that
correspond with increasing deepening of the Outer Bar Channel according to U.S. Geological Survey's 2007
report. This analysis is needed to establish the historical and baseline and projected future conditions to describe
the No Action Alternative against which the deepening and widening alternatives will be compared. The Corps
cannot ignore the losses in millions and millions of littoral drift sands due to its maintenance practices and the
erosion of Dauphin Island that occurred over time.
Explain why the Corps no longer agrees with the agency position stated in its draft 1978 report on Dauphin
Island's beach erosion that concluded maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel is contributing to at least 40% of
Dauphin Island's erosion problem. Document why the findings and conclusions of that report are now considered
to be invalid? The Corps not only ignores its own 1978 report now, but is of the new position that maintenance
dredging of the channel has no impact on the erosion of Dauphin Island. How can the Corps expect the public to
believe the results of the impending Study and EIS, when its change in position on the erosion issue appears to
have been influenced by its desire to win the 2000-2009 lawsuit with the Dauphin Island Property Owners
Association and by the desire keep the non-federal share of the costs borne by the Alabama State Port Authority
to maintain the Mobile Harbor project as low as possible?
The scientific literature is replete with numerous examples where navigation channels dredged through coastal
inlets have interrupted the littoral drift of nearshore sands along the beach, causing beaches downdrift of the
inlets to erode. This phenomenon is common along the entire US Gulf Coast, the rest of the nation, and around
the world. Yet, the Mobile District has maintained this scientific model widely accepted by coastal scientists and
engineers does not apply to dredging the Outer Bar Channel through the Mobile Pass Inlet and the erosion of
Dauphin Island. The General Evaluation Study and EIS must devote considerable attention to this issue and
provide convincing information to support whatever conclusion the Corps develops.
The Corps has dumped dredged sands in the Sand Island Beneficial Use Area (SIBUA) south of the lighthouse
for years with the position being that these sands are moved by currents to Dauphin Island to counter erosion.
However, the observed evidence indicates most of the sands are not moved, but accumulate at that location,
while Sand Island has almost disappeared and Dauphin Island continues to erode. This leads to the conclusion
that the SIBUA is failing to meet its intended purpose. The General Reevaluation Study and EIS should
thoroughly evaluate why the SIBUA fails to meet its purpose.
In lieu of continuing to use the SIBUA, the Corps should adopt the same shallow water (<10 to 15 feet) deposition
methods the Mobile District has recently recommended be used to build back Petit Bois Island's eroded Gulf
shoreline west of Dauphin Island.

Ms. Jennifer Jacobson
US Army Corps of Engineers
Mobile District, Planning & Environmental Division
Coastal Environment Team
PO Box2288
Mobile, Alabama 36628-0001

Comment # 100

February 20, 2016
Dear Ms. Jacobson
I am writing to share my concerns regarding the General Reevaluation Study and Environmental Impact Statement to
deepen and widen the Mobile Harbor Ship Channel. In response to the Corps of Engineers Public Scoping Meeting held
January 12, I have a number of concerns and ask that you take the below items into consideration.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

If the Corps plans to dispose of dredged material in Mobile Bay (i.e., thin layer spreading, island creation, etc.)
removed during initial deepening and widening of the ship channel and future maintenance, the Corps should
prepare a Dredged Material Disposal Master Plan for Mobile Bay and make it part of the Study and EIS.
Information should be made available to the public in a timely manner, allowing for public involvement and
feedback throughout the process.
The Corps should no longer purposefully exclude Dauphin Island from its "Regional Sediment Management
Strategy (RMS)" for Mobile Bay. Instead, the Study should incorporate Dauphin Island in the existing RMS
approach because the island's erosion is affected by maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel. The Corps should
devote major attention to the beneficial use of dredged sands to counter erosion.
Comply with Section 5 of the River and Harbor Act of 1935 that requires every Corps report involving an
"improvement" to an inlet (i.e., Mobile Harbor Outer Bar Channel through Mobile Pass) to evaluate shoreline
erosion for a distance of not less than ten miles on either side of the inlet channel. The Corps' 1980 report and
EIS did not comply with that law.
Thoroughly address the cumulative historical sand losses to Dauphin Island dating back to at least 1958 that
correspond with increasing deepening of the Outer Bar Channel according to U.S. Geological Survey's 2007
report. This analysis is needed to establish the historical and baseline and projected future conditions to describe
the No Action Alternative against which the deepening and widening alternatives will be compared. The Corps
cannot ignore the losses in millions and millions of littoral drift sands due to its maintenance practices and the
erosion of Dauphin Island that occurred over time.
Explain why the Corps no longer agrees with the agency position stated in its draft 1978 report on Dauphin
Island's beach erosion that concluded maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel is contributing to at least 40% of
Dauphin Island's erosion problem. Document why the findings and conclusions of that report are now considered
to be invalid? The Corps not only ignores its own 1978 report now, but is of the new position that maintenance
dredging of the channel has no impact on the erosion of Dauphin Island. How can the Corps expect the public to
believe the results of the impending Study and EIS, when its change in position on the erosion issue appears to
have been influenced by its desire to win the 2000-2009 lawsuit with the Dauphin Island Property Owners
Association and by the desire keep the non-federal share of the costs borne by the Alabama State Port Authority
to maintain the Mobile Harbor project as low as possible?
The scientific literature is replete with numerous examples where navigation channels dredged through coastal
inlets have interrupted the littoral drift of nearshore sands along the beach, causing beaches downdrift of the
inlets to erode. This phenomenon is common along the entire US Gulf Coast, the rest of the nation, and around
the world. Yet, the Mobile District has maintained this scientific model widely accepted by coastal scientists and
engineers does not apply to dredging the Outer Bar Channel through the Mobile Pass Inlet and the erosion of
Dauphin Island. The General Evaluation Study and EIS must devote considerable attention to this issue and
provide convincing information to support whatever conclusion the Corps develops.
The Corps has dumped dredged sands in the Sand Island Beneficial Use Area (SIBUA) south of the lighthouse
for years with the position being that these sands are moved by currents to Dauphin Island to counter erosion.
However, the observed evidence indicates most of the sands are not moved, but accumulate at that location,
while Sand Island has almost disappeared and Dauphin Island continues to erode. This leads to the conclusion
that the SIBUA is failing to meet its intended purpose. The General Reevaluation Study and EIS should
thoroughly evaluate why the SIBUA fails to meet its purpose.
In lieu of continuing to use the SIBUA, the Corps should adopt the same shallow water (<10 to 15 feet) deposition
methods the Mobile District has recently recommended be used to build back Petit Bois Island's eroded Gulf
shoreline west of Dauphin Island.

Ms. Jennifer Jacobson
US Army Corps of Engineers
Mobile District, Planning & Environmental Division
Coastal Environment Team
PO Box2288
Mobile, Alabama 36628-0001

Comment # 101

February 20, 2016
Dear Ms. Jacobson
I am writing to share my concerns regarding the General Reevaluation Study and Environmental Impact Statement to
deepen and widen the Mobile Harbor Ship Channel. In response to the Corps of Engineers Public Scoping Meeting held
January 12, I have a number of concerns and ask that you take the below items into consideration.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

If the Corps plans to dispose of dredged material in Mobile Bay (i.e., thin layer spreading, island creation, etc.)
removed during initial deepening and widening of the ship channel and future maintenance, the Corps should
prepare a Dredged Material Disposal Master Plan for Mobile Bay and make it part of the Study and EIS.
Information should be made available to the public in a timely manner, allowing for public involvement and
feedback throughout the process.
The Corps should no longer purposefully exclude Dauphin Island from its "Regional Sediment Management
Strategy (RMS)" for Mobile Bay. Instead, the Study should incorporate Dauphin Island in the existing RMS
approach because the island's erosion is affected by maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel. The Corps should
devote major attention to the beneficial use of dredged sands to counter erosion.
Comply with Section 5 of the River and Harbor Act of 1935 that requires every Corps report involving an
"improvement" to an inlet (i.e., Mobile Harbor Outer Bar Channel through Mobile Pass) to evaluate shoreline
erosion for a distance of not less than ten miles on either side of the inlet channel. The Corps' 1980 report and
EIS did not comply with that law.
Thoroughly address the cumulative historical sand losses to Dauphin Island dating back to at least 1958 that
correspond with increasing deepening of the Outer Bar Channel according to U.S. Geological Survey's 2007
report. This analysis is needed to establish the historical and baseline and projected future conditions to describe
the No Action Alternative against which the deepening and widening alternatives will be compared. The Corps
cannot ignore the losses in millions and millions of littoral drift sands due to its maintenance practices and the
erosion of Dauphin Island that occurred over time.
Explain why the Corps no longer agrees with the agency position stated in its draft 1978 report on Dauphin
Island's beach erosion that concluded maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel is contributing to at least 40% of
Dauphin Island's erosion problem. Document why the findings and conclusions of that report are now considered
to be invalid? The Corps not only ignores its own 1978 report now, but is of the new position that maintenance
dredging of the channel has no impact on the erosion of Dauphin Island. How can the Corps expect the public to
believe the results of the impending Study and EIS, when its change in position on the erosion issue appears to
have been influenced by its desire to win the 2000-2009 lawsuit with the Dauphin Island Property Owners
Association and by the desire keep the non-federal share of the costs borne by the Alabama State Port Authority
to maintain the Mobile Harbor project as low as possible?
The scientific literature is replete with numerous examples where navigation channels dredged through coastal
inlets have interrupted the littoral drift of nearshore sands along the beach, causing beaches downdrift of the
inlets to erode. This phenomenon is common along the entire US Gulf Coast, the rest of the nation, and around
the world. Yet, the Mobile District has maintained this scientific model widely accepted by coastal scientists and
engineers does not apply to dredging the Outer Bar Channel through the Mobile Pass Inlet and the erosion of
Dauphin Island. The General Evaluation Study and EIS must devote considerable attention to this issue and
provide convincing information to support whatever conclusion the Corps develops.
The Corps has dumped dredged sands in the Sand Island Beneficial Use Area (SIBUA) south of the lighthouse
for years with the position being that these sands are moved by currents to Dauphin Island to counter erosion.
However, the observed evidence indicates most of the sands are not moved, but accumulate at that location,
while Sand Island has almost disappeared and Dauphin Island continues to erode. This leads to the conclusion
that the SIBUA is failing to meet its intended purpose. The General Reevaluation Study and EIS should
thoroughly evaluate why the SIBUA fails to meet its purpose.
In lieu of continuing to use the SIBUA, the Corps should adopt the same shallow water (<10 to 15 feet) deposition
methods the Mobile District has recently recommended be used to build back Petit Bois Island's eroded Gulf
shoreline west of Dauphin Island.

Ms. Jennifer Jacobson
US Army Corps of Engineers
Mobile District, Planning & Environmental Division
Coastal Environment Team
PO Box2288
Mobile, Alabama 36628-0001

Comment # 102

February 20, 2016
Dear Ms. Jacobson
I am writing to share my concerns regarding the General Reevaluation Study and Environmental Impact Statement to
deepen and widen the Mobile Harbor Ship Channel. In response to the Corps of Engineers Public Scoping Meeting held
January 12, I have a number of concerns and ask that you take the below items into consideration.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

If the Corps plans to dispose of dredged material in Mobile Bay (i.e., thin layer spreading, island creation, etc.)
removed during initial deepening and widening of the ship channel and future maintenance, the Corps should
prepare a Dredged Material Disposal Master Plan for Mobile Bay and make it part of the Study and EIS.
Information should be made available to the public in a timely manner, allowing for public involvement and
feedback throughout the process.
The Corps should no longer purposefully exclude Dauphin Island from its "Regional Sediment Management
Strategy (RMS)" for Mobile Bay. Instead, the Study should incorporate Dauphin Island in the existing RMS
approach because the island's erosion is affected by maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel. The Corps should
devote major attention to the beneficial use of dredged sands to counter erosion.
Comply with Section 5 of the River and Harbor Act of 1935 that requires every Corps report involving an
"improvement" to an inlet (i.e., Mobile Harbor Outer Bar Channel through Mobile Pass) to evaluate shoreline
erosion for a distance of not less than ten miles on either side of the inlet channel. The Corps' 1980 report and
EIS did not comply with that law.
Thoroughly address the cumulative historical sand losses to Dauphin Island dating back to at least 1958 that
correspond with increasing deepening of the Outer Bar Channel according to U.S. Geological Survey's 2007
report. This analysis is needed to establish the historical and baseline and projected future conditions to describe
the No Action Alternative against which the deepening and widening alternatives will be compared. The Corps
cannot ignore the losses in millions and millions of littoral drift sands due to its maintenance practices and the
erosion of Dauphin Island that occurred over time.
Explain why the Corps no longer agrees with the agency position stated in its draft 1978 report on Dauphin
Island's beach erosion that concluded maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel is contributing to at least 40% of
Dauphin Island's erosion problem. Document why the findings and conclusions of that report are now considered
to be invalid? The Corps not only ignores its own 1978 report now, but is of the new position that maintenance
dredging of the channel has no impact on the erosion of Dauphin Island. How can the Corps expect the public to
believe the results of the impending Study and EIS, when its change in position on the erosion issue appears to
have been influenced by its desire to win the 2000-2009 lawsuit with the Dauphin Island Property Owners
Association and by the desire keep the non-federal share of the costs borne by the Alabama State Port Authority
to maintain the Mobile Harbor project as low as possible?
The scientific literature is replete with numerous examples where navigation channels dredged through coastal
inlets have interrupted the littoral drift of nearshore sands along the beach, causing beaches downdrift of the
inlets to erode. This phenomenon is common along the entire US Gulf Coast, the rest of the nation, and around
the world. Yet, the Mobile District has maintained this scientific model widely accepted by coastal scientists and
engineers does not apply to dredging the Outer Bar Channel through the Mobile Pass Inlet and the erosion of
Dauphin Island. The General Evaluation Study and EIS must devote considerable attention to this issue and
provide convincing information to support whatever conclusion the Corps develops.
The Corps has dumped dredged sands in the Sand Island Beneficial Use Area (SIBUA) south of the lighthouse
for years with the position being that these sands are moved by currents to Dauphin Island to counter erosion.
However, the observed evidence indicates most of the sands are not moved, but accumulate at that location,
while Sand Island has almost disappeared and Dauphin Island continues to erode. This leads to the conclusion
that the SIBUA is failing to meet its intended purpose. The General Reevaluation Study and EIS should
thoroughly evaluate why the SIBUA fails to meet its purpose.
In lieu of continuing to use the SIBUA, the Corps should adopt the same shallow water (<10 to 15 feet) deposition
methods the Mobile District has recently recommended be used to build back Petit Bois Island's eroded Gulf
shoreline west of Dauphin Island.

Ms.' Jennifer Jacobson
US Army Corps of Engineers
Mobile District, Planning & Environmental Division
Coastal Environment Team
PO Box 2288
Mobile, Alabama 36628-0001

Comment # 103

February 20, 2016
Dear Ms. Jacobson
I am writing to share my concerns regarding the General Reevaluation Study and Environmental Impact Statement to
deepen and widen the Mobile Harbor Ship Channel. In response to the Corps of Engineers Public Scoping Meeting held
January 12, I have a number of concerns and ask that you take the below items into consideration.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

If the Corps plans to dispose of dredged material in Mobile Bay (i.e., thin layer spreading, island creation, etc.)
removed during initial deepening and widening of the ship channel and future maintenance, the Corps should
prepare a Dredged Material Disposal Master Plan for Mobile Bay and make it part of the Study and EIS.
Information should be made available to the public in a timely manner, allowing for public involvement and
·
feedback throughout the process.
The Corps should no longer purposefully exclude Dauphin Island from its "Regional Sediment Management
Strategy (RMS)" for Mobile Bay. Instead, the Study should incorporate Dauphin Island in the existing RMS
approach because the island's erosion is affected by maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel. The Corps should
devote major attention to the beneficial use of dredged sands to counter erosion.
Comply with Section 5 of the River and Harbor Act of 1935 that requires every Corps report involving an
"improvement" to an inlet (i.e., Mobile Harbor Outer Bar Channel through Mobile Pass) to evaluate shoreline
erosion for a distance of not less than ten miles on either side of the inlet channel. The Corps' 1980 report and
EIS did not comply with that law.
Thoroughly address the cumulative historical sand losses to Dauphin Island dating back to at least 1958 that
correspond with increasing deepening of the Outer Bar Channel according to U.S. Geological Survey's 2007
report. This analysis is needed to establish the historical and baseline and projected future conditions to describe
the No Action Alternative against which the deepening and widening alternatives will be compared. The Corps
cannot ignore the losses in millions and millions of littoral drift sands due to its maintenance practices and the
erosion of Dauphin Island that occurred over time.
Explain why the Corps no longer agrees with the agency position stated in its draft 1978 report on Dauphin
Island's beach erosion that concluded maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel is contributing to at least 40% of
Dauphin Island's erosion problem. Document why the findings and conclusions of that report are now considered
to be invalid? The Corps not only ignores its own 1978 report now, but is of the new position that maintenance
dredging of the channel has no impact on the erosion of Dauphin Island. How can the Corps expect the public to
believe the results of the impending Study and EIS, when its change in position on the erosion issue appears to
have been influenced by its desire to win the 2000-2009 lawsuit with the Dauphin Island Property Owners
Association and by the desire keep the non-federal share of the costs borne by the Alabama State Port Authority
to maintain the Mobile Harbor project as low as possible?
The scientific literature is replete with numerous examples where navigation channels dredged through coastal
inlets have interrupted the littoral drift of nearshore sands along the beach, causing beaches downdrift of the
inlets to erode. This phenomenon is common along the entire US Gulf Coast, the rest of the nation, and around
the world. Yet, the Mobile District has maintained this scientific model widely accepted by coastal scientists and
engineers does not apply to dredging the Outer Bar Channel through the Mobile Pass Inlet and the erosion of
Dauphin Island. The General Evaluation Study and EIS must devote considerable attention to this issue and
provide convincing information to support whatever conclusion the Corps develops.
The Corps has dumped dredged sands in the Sand Island Beneficial Use Area (SIBUA) south of the lighthouse
for years with the position being that these sands are moved by currents to Dauphin Island to counter erosion.
However, the observed evidence indicates most of the sands are not moved, but accumulate at that location,
while Sand Island has almost disappeared and Dauphin Island continues to erode. This leads to the conclusion
that the SIBUA is failing to meet its intended purpose. The General Reevaluation Study and EIS should
thoroughly evaluate why the SI BUA fails to meet its purpose.
In lieu of continuing to use the SIBUA, the Corps should adopt the same shallow water (<10 to 15 feet) deposition
methods the Mobile District has recently recommended be used to build back Petit Bois Island's eroded Gulf
shoreline west of Dauphin Island.

I

Ms. Jennifer Jacobson
US Army Corps of Engineers
Mobile District, Planning & Environmental Division
Coastal Environment Team
PO Box2288
Mobile, Alabama 36628-0001

Comment # 104

February 20, 2016
Dear Ms. Jacobson
I am writing to share my concerns regarding the General Reevaluation Study and Environmental Impact Statement to
deepen and widen the Mobile Harbor Ship Channel. In response to the Corps of Engineers Public Scoping Meeting he!d
January 12, i have a number of concerns and ask that you take the below items into consideration.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

If the Corps plans to dispose of dredged material in Mobile Bay (i.e., thin layer spreading, island creation, etc.)
removed during initial deepening and widening of the ship channel and future maintenance, the Corps should
prepare a Dredged Material Disposal Master Plan for Mobile Bay and make it part of the Study and EIS.
Information should be made available to the public in a timely manner, allowing for public involvement and·
feedback throughout the process.
The Corps should no longer purposefully exclude Dauphin Island from its "Regional Sediment Management
Strategy (RMS)" for Mobile Bay. Instead, the Study should incorporate Dauphin Island in the existing RMS
approach because the island's erosion is affected by maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel. The Corps should
devote major attention to the beneficial use of dredged sands to counter erosion.
Comply with Section 5 of the River and Harbor Act of 1935 that requires every Corps report involving an
"improvement" to an inlet (i.e., Mobile Harbor Outer Bar Channel through Mobile Pass) to evaluate shoreline
erosion for a distance of not less than ten miles on either side of the inlet channel. The Corps' 1980 report and
EIS did not comply with that law.
Thoroughly address the cumulative historical sand losses to Dauphin Island dating back to at least 1958 that
correspond with increasing deepening of the Outer Bar Channel according to U.S. Geological Survey's 2007
report. This analysis is needed to establish the historical and baseline and projected future conditions to describe
the No Action Alternative against which the deepening and widening alternatives will be compared. The Corps
cannot ignore the losses in millions and millions of littoral drift sands due to its maintenance practices and the
erosion of Dauphin Island that occurred over time.
Explain why the Corps no longer agrees with the agency position stated in its draft 1978 report on Dauphin
Island's beach erosion that concluded maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel is contributing to at least 40% of
Dauphin Island's erosion problem. Document why the findings and conclusions of that report are now considered
to be invalid? The Corps not only ignores its own 1978 report now, but is of the new position that maintenance
dredging of the channel has no impact on the erosion of Dauphin Island. How can the Corps expect the public to
believe the results of the impending Study and EIS, when its change in position on the erosion issue appears to
have been influenced by its desire to win the 2000-2009 lawsuit with the Dauphin Island Property Owners
Association and by the desire keep the non-federal share of the costs borne by the Alabama State Port Authority
to maintain the Mobile Harbor project as low as possible?
The scientific literature is replete with numerous examples where navigation channels dredged through coastal
inlets have interrupted the littoral drift of nearshore sands along the beach, causing beaches downdrift of the
inlets to erode. This phenomenon is common along the entire US Gulf Coast, the rest of the nation, and around
the world. Yet, the Mobile District has maintained this scientific model widely accepted by coastal scientists and
engineers does not apply to dredging the Outer Bar Channel through the Mobile Pass Inlet and the erosion of
Dauphin Island. The General Evaluation Study and EIS must devote considerable attention to this issue and
provide convincing information to support whatever conclusion the Corps develops.
The Corps has dumped dredged sands in the Sand Island Beneficial Use Area (SIBUA) south of the lighthouse
for years with the position being that these sands are moved by currents to Dauphin Island to counter erosion.
However, the observed evidence indicates most of the sands are not moved, but accumulate at that location,
while Sand Island has almost disappeared and Dauphin Island continues to erode. This leads to the conclusion
that the SIBUA is failing to meet its intended purpose. The General Reevaluation Study and EIS should
thoroughly evaluate why the SIBUA fails to meet its purpose.
In lieu of continuing to use the SI BUA, the Corps should adopt the same shallow water (< 10 to 15 feet) deposition
methods the Mobile District has recently recommended be used to build back Petit Bois Island's eroded Gulf
shoreline west of Dauphin Island.

Ms. Jennifer Jacobson
US Army Corps of Engineers
Mobile District, Planning & Environmental Division
Coastal Environment Team
PO Box2288
Mobile, Alabama 36628-0001

Comment # 105

·February 20, 2016
Dear Ms. Jacobson
I am writing to share my concerns regarding the General Reevaluation Study and Environmental Impact Statement to
deepen and widen the Mobile Harbor Ship Channel. In response to the Corps of Engineers Public Scoping Meeting held
January 12, I have a number of concerns and ask that you take the below items into consideration.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

If the Corps plans to dispose of dredged material in Mobile Bay (i.e., thin layer spreading, island creation, etc.)
removed during initial deepening and widening of the ship channel and future maintenance, the Corps should
prepare a Dredged Material Disposal Master Plan for Mobile Bay and make it part of the Study and EIS.
Information should be made available to the public in a timely manner, allowing for public involvement and
feedback throughout the process.
The Corps should no longer purposefully exclude Dauphin Island from its "Regional Sediment Management
Strategy (RMS)" for Mobile Bay. Instead, the Study should incorporate Dauphin Island in the existing RMS
approach because the island's erosion is affected by maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel. The Corps should
devote major attention to the beneficial use of dredged sands to counter erosion.
Comply with Section 5 of the River and Harbor Act of 1935 that requires every Corps report involving an
"improvement" to an inlet (i.e., Mobile Harbor Outer Bar Channel through Mobile Pass) to evaluate shoreline
erosion for a distance of not less than ten miles on either side of the inlet channel. The Corps' 1980 report and
EIS did not comply with that law.
Thoroughly address the cumulative historical sand losses to Dauphin Island dating back to at least 1958 that
correspond with increasing deepening of the Outer Bar Channel according to U.S. Geological Survey's 2007
report. This analysis is needed to establish the historical and baseline and projected future condition-s to describe
the No Action Alternative against which the deepening and widening alternatives will be compared. The Corps
cannot ignore the losses in millions and millions of littoral drift sands due to its maintenance practices and the
erosion of Dauphin Island that occurred over time.
Explain why the Corps no longer agrees with the agency position stated in its draft 1978 report on Dauphin
Island's beach erosion that concluded maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel is contributing to at least 40% of
Dauphin Island's erosion problem. Document why the findings and conclusions of that report are now considered
to be invalid? The Corps not only ignores its own 1978 report now, but is of the new position that maintenance
dredging of the channel has no impact on the erosion of Dauphin Island. How can the Corps expect the public to
believe the results of the impending Study and EIS, when its change in position on the erosion issue appears to
have been influenced by its desire to win the 2000-2009 lawsuit with the Dauphin Island Property Owners
Association and by the desire keep the non-federal share of the costs borne by the Alabama State Port Authority
to maintain the Mobile Harbor project as low as possible?
The scientific literature is replete with numerous examples where navigation channels dredged through coastal
inlets have interrupted the littoral drift of nearshore sands along the beach, causing beaches downdrift of the
inlets to erode. This phenomenon is common along the entire US Gulf Coast, the rest of the nation, and around
the world. Yet, the Mobile District has maintained this scientific model widely accepted by coastal scientists and
engineers does not apply to dredging the Outer Bar Channel through the Mobile Pass Inlet and the erosion of
Dauphin Island. The General Evaluation Study and EIS must devote considerable attention to this issue and
provide convincing information to support whatever conclusion the Corps develops.
The Corps has dumped dredged sands in the Sand Island Beneficial Use Area (SIBUA) south of the lighthouse
for years with the position being that these sands are moved by currents to Dauphin Island to counter erosion.
However, the observed evidence indicates most of the sands are not moved, but accumulate at that location,
while Sand Island has almost disappeared and Dauphin Island continues to erode. This leads to the conclusion
that the SIBUA is failing to meet its intended purpose. The General Reevaluation Study and EIS should
thoroughly evaluate why the SIBUA fails to meet its purpose.
In lieu of continuing to use the SIBUA, the Corps should adopt the same shallow water (<10 to 15 feet) deposition
methods the Mobile District has recently recommended be used to build back Petit Bois Island's eroded Gulf
shoreline west of Dauphin Island.

Ms. Jennifer Jacobson
US Army Corps of Engineers
Mobile District, Planning & Environmental Division
Coastal Environment Team
PO Box2288
Mobile, Alabama 36628-0001

Comment # 106

February 20, 2016
Dear Ms. Jacobson
I am writing to share my concerns regarding the General Reevaluation Study and Environmental Impact Statement to
deepen and widen the Mobile Harbor Ship Channel. In response to the Corps of Engineers Public Scoping Meeting held
January 12, I have a number of concerns and ask that you take the below items into consideration.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

If the Corps plans to dispose of dredged material in Mobile Bay (i.e., thin layer spreading, island creation, etc.)
removed during initial deepening and widening of the ship channel and future maintenance, the Corps should
prepare a Dredged Material Disposal Master Plan for Mobile Bay and make it part of the Study and EIS.
Information should be made available to the public in a timely manner, allowing for public involvement and
feedback throughout the process.
The Corps should no longer purposefully exclude Dauphin Island from its "Regional Sediment Management
Strategy (RMS)" for Mobile Bay. Instead, the Study should incorporate Dauphin Island in the existing RMS
approach because the island's erosion is affected by maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel. The Corps should
devote major attention to the beneficial use of dredged sands to counter erosion.
Comply with Section 5 of the River and Harbor Act of 1935 that requires every Corps report involving an
"improvement" to an inlet (i.e., Mobile Harbor Outer Bar Channel through Mobile Pass) to evaluate shoreline
erosion for a distance of not less than ten miles on either side of the inlet channel. The Corps' 1980 report and
EIS did not comply with that law.
Thoroughly address the cumulative historical sand losses to Dauphin Island dating back to at least 1958 that
correspond with increasing deepening of the Outer Bar Channel according to U.S. Geological Survey's 2007
report. This analysis is needed to establish the historical and baseline and projected future conditions to describe
the No Action Alternative against which the deepening and widening alternatives will be compared. The Corps
cannot ignore the losses in millions and millions of littoral drift sands due to its maintenance practices and the
erosion of Dauphin Island that occurred over time.
Explain why the Corps no longer agrees with the agency position stated in its draft 1978 report on Dauphin
Island's beach erosion that concluded maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel is contributing to at least 40% of
Dauphin Island's erosion problem. Document why the findings and conclusions of that report are now considered
to be invalid? The Corps not only ignores its own 1978 report now, but is of the new position that maintenance
dredging of the channel has no impact on the erosion of Dauphin Island. How can the Corps expect the public to
believe the results of the impending Study and EIS, when its change in position on the erosion issue appears to
have been influenced by its desire to win the 2000-2009 lawsuit with the Dauphin Island Property Owners
Association and by the desire keep the non-federal share of the costs borne by the Alabama State Port Authority
to maintain the Mobile Harbor project as low as possible?
The scientific literature is replete with numerous examples where navigation channels dredged through coastal
inlets have interrupted the littoral drift of nearshore sands along the beach, causing beaches downdrift of the
inlets to erode. This phenomenon is common along the entire US Gulf Coast, the rest of the nation, and around
the world. Yet, the Mobile District has maintained this scientific model widely accepted by coastal scientists and
engineers does not apply to dredging the Outer Bar Channel through the Mobile Pass Inlet and the erosion of
Dauphin Island. The General Evaluation Study and EIS must devote considerable attention to this issue and
provide convincing information to support whatever conclusion the Corps develops.
The Corps has dumped dredged sands in the Sand Island Beneficial Use Area (SIBUA) south of the lighthouse
for years with the position being that these sands are moved by currents to Dauphin Island to counter erosion.
However, the observed evidence indicates most of the sands are not moved, but accumulate at that location,
while Sand Island has almost disappeared and Dauphin Island continues to erode. This leads to the conclusion
that the SIBUA is failing to meet its intended purpose. The General Reevaluation Study and EIS should
thoroughly evaluate why the SIBUA fails to meet its purpose.
In lieu of continuing to use the SIBUA, the Corps should adopt the same shallow water (<10 to 15 feet) deposition
methods the Mobile District has recently recommended be used to build back Petit Bois Island's eroded Gulf
shoreline west of Dauphin Island.

,,

Ms. Jennifer Jacobson
US Army Corps of Engineers
Mobile District, Planning & Environmental Division
Coastal Environment Team
PO Box2288
Mobile, Alabama 36628-0001

February 20, 2016

Comment # 107

Dear Ms. Jacobson
I am writing to share my concerns regarding the General Reevaluation Study and Environmental Impact Statement to
deepen and widen the Mobile Harbor Ship Channel. In response to the Corps of Engineers Public Scoping Meeting held
January 12, I have a number of concerns and ask that you take the below items into consideration.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

If the Corps plans to dispose of dredged material in Mobile Bay (i.e., thin layer spreading, island creation, etc.)
removed during initial deepening and widening of the ship channel and future maintenance, the Corps should
prepare a Dredged Material Disposal Master Plan for Mobile Bay and make it part of the Study and EIS.
Information should be made available to the public in a timely manner, allowing for public involvement and
feedback throughout the process.
The Corps should no longer purposefully exclude Dauphin Island from its "Regional Sediment Management
Strategy (RMS)" for Mobile Bay. Instead, the Study should incorporate Dauphin Island in the existing RMS
approach because the island's erosion is affected by maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel. The Corps should
devote major attention to the beneficial use of dredged sands to counter erosion.
Comply with Section 5 of the River and Harbor Act of 1935 that requires every Corps report involving an
"improvement" to an inlet (i.e., Mobile Harbor Outer Bar Channel through Mobile Pass) to evaluate shoreline
erosion for a distance of not less than ten miles on either side of the inlet channel. The Corps' 1980 report and
EIS did not comply with that law.
Thoroughly address the cumulative historical sand losses to Dauphin Island dating back to at least 1958 that
correspond with increasing deepening of the Outer Bar Channel according to U.S. Geological Survey's 2007
report. This analysis is needed to establish the historical and baseline and projected future conditions to describe
the No Action Alternative against which the deepening and widening alternatives will be compared. The Corps
cannot ignore the losses in millions and millions of littoral drift sands due to its maintenance practices and the
erosion of Dauphin Island that occurred over time.
Explain why the Corps no longer agrees with the agency position stated in its draft 1978 report on Dauphin
Island's beach erosion that concluded maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel is contributing to at least 40% of
Dauphin Island's erosion problem. Document why the findings and conclusions of that report are now considered
to be invalid? The Corps not only ignores its own 1978 report now, but is of the new position that maintenance
dredging of the channel has no impact on the erosion of Dauphin Island. How can the Corps expect the public to
believe the results of the impending Study and EIS, when its change in position on the erosion issue appears to
have been influenced by its desire to win the 2000-2009 lawsuit with the Dauphin Island Property Owners
Association and by the desire keep the noA-federai share of the costs borne by the Alabama State Port Authority
to maintain the Mobile Harbor project as low as possible?
The scientific literature is replete with numerous examples where navigation channels dredged through coastal
inlets have interrupted the littoral drift of nearshore sands along the beach, causing beaches downdrift of the
inlets to erode. This phenomenon is common along the entire US Gulf Coast, the rest of the nation, and around
the world. Yet, the Mobile District has maintained this scientific model widely accepted by coastal scientists and
engineers does not apply to dredging the Outer Bar Channel through the Mobile Pass Inlet and the erosion of
Dauphin Island. The General Evaluation Study and EIS must devote considerable attention to this issue and
provide convincing information to support whatever conclusion the Corps develops.
The Corps has dumped dredged sands in the Sand Island Beneficial Use Area (SIBUA) south of the lighthouse
for years with the position being that these sands are moved by currents to Dauphin Island to counter erosion.
However, the observed evidence indicates most of the sands are not moved, but accumulate at that location,
while Sand Island has almost disappeared and Dauphin Island continues to erode. This leads to the conclusion
that the SIBUA is failing to meet its intended purpose. The General Reevaluation Study and EIS should
thoroughly evaluate why the SIBUA fails to meet its purpose.
In lieu of continuing to use the SIBUA, the Corps should adopt the same shallow water (<10 to 15 feet) deposition
methods the Mobile District has recently recommended be used to build back Petit Bois Island's eroded Gulf
shoreline west of Dauphin Island.

Ms. Jennifer Jacobson
US Army Corps of Engineers
Mobile District, Planning & Environmental Division
Coastal Environment Team
PO Box 2288
Mobile, Alabama 36628-0001

Comment # 108

February 20, 2016
Dear Ms. Jacobson
I am writing to share my concerns regarding the General Reevaluation Study and Environmental Impact Statement to
deepen and widen the Mobile Harbor Ship Channel. In response to the Corps of Engineers Public Scoping Meeting held
January 12, I have a number of concerns and ask that you take the below items into consideration.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

If the Corps plans to dispose of dredged material in Mobile Bay (i.e., thin layer spreading, island creation, etc.)
removed during initial deepening and widening of the ship channel and future maintenance, the Corps should
prepare a Dredged Material Disposal Master Plan for Mobile Bay and make it part of the Study and EIS.
Information should be made available to the public in a timely manner, allowing for public involvement and
feedback throughout the process.
The Corps should no longer purposefully exclude Dauphin Island from its "Regional Sediment Management
Strategy (RMS)" for Mobile Bay. Instead, the Study should incorporate Dauphin Island in the existing RMS
approach because the island's erosion is affected by maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel. The Corps should
devote major attention to the beneficial use of dredged sands to counter erosion.
Comply with Section 5 of the River and Harbor Act of 1935 that requires every Corps report involving an
"improvement" to an inlet (i.e., Mobile Harbor Outer Bar Channel through Mobile Pass) to evaluate shoreline
erosion for a distance of not less than ten miles on either side of the inlet channel. The Corps' 1980 report and
EIS did not comply with that law.
Thoroughly address the cumulative historical sand losses to Dauphin Island dating back to at least 1958 that
correspond with increasing deepening of the Outer Bar Channel according to U.S. Geological Survey's 2007
report. This analysis is needed to establish the historical and baseline and projected future conditions to describe
the No Action Alternative against which the deepening and widening alternatives will be compared. The Corps
cannot ignore the losses in millions and millions of littoral drift sands due to its maintenance practices and the
erosion of Dauphin Island that occurred over time.
Explain why the Corps no longer agrees with the agency position stated in its draft 1978 report on Dauphin
Island's beach erosion that concluded maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel is contributing to at least 40% of
Dauphin Island's erosion problem. Document why the findings and conclusions of that report are now considered
to be invalid? The Corps not only ignores its own 1978 report now, but is of the new position that maintenance
dredging of the channel has no impact on the erosion of Dauphin Island. How can the Corps expect the public to
believe the results of the impending Study and EIS, when its change in position on the erosion issue appears to
have been influenced by its desire to win the 2000-2009 lawsuit with the Dauphin Island Property Owners
Association and by the desire keep the non-federal share of the costs borne by the Alabama State Port Authority
to maintain the Mobile Harbor project as low as possible?
The scientific literature is replete with numerous examples where navigation channels dredged through coastal
inlets have interrupted the littoral drift of nearshore sands along the beach, causing beaches downdrift of the
inlets to erode. This phenomenon is common along the entire US Gulf Coast, the rest of the nation, and around
the world. Yet, the Mobile District has maintained this scientific model widely accepted by coastal scientists and
engineers does not apply to dredging the Outer Bar Channel through the Mobile Pass Inlet and the erosion of
Dauphin Island. The General Evaluation Study and EIS must devote considerable attention to this issue and
provide convincing information to support whatever conclusion the Corps develops.
The Corps has dumped dredged sands in the Sand Island Beneficial Use Area (SIBUA) south of the lighthouse
for years with the position being that these sands are moved by currents to Dauphin Island to counter erosion.
However, the observed evidence indicates most of the sands are not moved, but accumulate at that location,
while Sand Island has almost disappeared and Dauphin Island continues to erode. This leads to the conclusion
that the SIBUA is failing to meet its intended purpose. The General Reevaluation Study and EIS should
thoroughly evaluate why the SIBUA fails to meet its purpose.
In lieu of continuing to use the SIBUA, the Corps should adopt the same shallow water (<10 to 15 feet) deposition
methods the Mobile District has recently recommended be used to build back Petit Bois Island's eroded Gulf
shoreline west of Dauphin Island.

Ms. Jennifer Jacobson
US Army Corps of Engineers
Mobile District, Planning & Environmental Division
Coastal Environment Team
PO Box 2288
Mobile, Alabama 36628-0001

Comment # 109

February 20, 2016
Dear Ms. Jacobson
I am writing to share my concerns regarding the General Reevaluation Study and Environmental Impact Statement to
deepen and widen the Mobile Harbor Ship Channel. In response to the Corps of Engineers Public Scoping Meeting held
January 12, I have a number of concerns and ask that you take the below items into consideration.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

If the Corps plans to dispose of dredged material in Mobile Bay (i.e., thin layer spreading, island creation, etc.)
removed during initial deepening and widening of tile ship channel and future maintenance, the Corps should
prepare a Dredged Material Disposal Master Plan for Mobile Bay and make it part of the Study and EIS.
Information should be made available to the public in a timely manner, allowing for public involvement and
feedback throughout the process.
The Corps should no longer purposefully exclude Dauphin Island from its "Regional Sediment Management
Strategy (RMS)" for Mobile Bay. Instead, the Study should incorporate Dauphin Island in the existing RMS
approach because the island's erosion is affected by maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel. The Corps should
devote major attention to the beneficial use of dredged sands to counter erosion.
Comply with Section 5 of the River and Harbor Act of 1935 that requires every Corps report involving an
"improvement" to an inlet (i.e., Mobile Harbor Outer Bar Channel through Mobile Pass) to evaluate shoreline
erosion for a distance of not less than ten miles on either side of the inlet channel. The Corps' 1980 report and
EIS did not comply with that law.
Thoroughly address the cumulative historical sand losses to Dauphin Island dating back to at least 1958 that
correspond with increasing deepening of the Outer Bar Channel according to U.S. Geological Survey's 2007
report. This analysis is needed to establish the historical and baseline and projected future conditions to describe
the No Action Alternative against which the deepening and widening alternatives will be compared. The Corps
cannot ignore the losses in millions and millions of littoral drift sands due to its maintenance practices and the
erosion of Dauphin Island that occurred over time.
Explain why the Corps no longer agrees with the agency position stated in its draft 1978 report on Dauphin
Island's beach erosion that concluded maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel is contributing to at least 40% of
Dauphin Island's erosion problem. Document why the findings and conclusions of that report are now considered
to be invalid? The Corps not only ignores its own 1978 report now, but is of the new position that maintenance
dredging of the channel has no impact on the erosion of Dauphin Island. How can the Corps expect the public to
believe the results of the impending Study and EIS, when its change in position on the erosion issue appears to
have been influenced by its desire to win the 2000-2009 lawsuit with the Dauphin Island Property Owners
Association and by the desire keep the non-federal share of the costs borne by the Alabama State Port Authority
to maintain the Mobile Harbor project as low as possible?
The scientific literature is replete with numerous examples where navigation channels dredged through coastal
inlets have interrupted the littoral drift of nearshore sands along the beach, causing beaches downdrift of the
inlets to erode. This phenomenon is common along the entire US Gulf Coast, the rest of the nation, and around
the world. Yet, the Mobile District has maintained this scientific model widely accepted by coastal scientists and
engineers does not apply to dredging the Outer Bar Channel through the Mobile Pass Inlet and the erosion of
Dauphin Island. The General Evaluation Study and EIS must devote considerable attention to this issue and
provide convincing information to support whatever conclusion the Corps develops.
The Corps has dumped dredged sands in the Sand Island Beneficial Use Area (SIBUA) south of the lighthouse
for years with the position being that these sands are moved by currents to Dauphin Island to counter erosion.
However, the observed evidence indicates most of the sands are not moved, but accumulate at that location,
while Sand Island has almost disappeared and Dauphin Island continues to erode. This leads to the conclusion
that the SIBUA is failing to meet its intended purpose. The General Reevaluation Study and EIS should
thoroughly evaluate why the SIBUA fails to meet its purpose.
In lieu of continuing to use the SIBUA, the Corps should adopt the same shallow water (<10 to 15 feet) deposition
methods the Mobile District has recently recommended be used to build back Petit Bois Island's eroded Gulf
shoreline west of Dauphin Island.

Ms. Jennifer Jacobson
US Army Corps of Engineers
Mobile District, Planning & Environmental Division
Coastal Environment Team
PO Box2288
Mobile, Alabama 36628-0001

Comment # 110

February 20, 2016
Dear Ms. Jacobson
I am writing to share my concerns regarding the General Reevaluation Study and Environmental Impact Statement to
deepen and widen the Mobile Harbor Ship Channel. In response to the Corps of Engineers Public Scoping Meeting held
January 12, I have a number of concerns and ask that you take the below items into consideration.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

If the Corps plans to dispose of dredged material in Mobile Bay (i.e., thin layer spreading, island creation, etc.)
removed during initial deepening and widening of the ship channel and future maintenance, the Corps should
prepare a Dredged Material Disposal Master Plan for Mobile Bay and make it part of the Study and EIS.
Information should be made available to the public in a timely manner, allowing for public involvement and
feedback throughout the process.
The Corps should no longer purposefully exclude Dauphin Island from its "Regional Sediment Management
Strategy (RMS)" for Mobile Bay. Instead, the Study should incorporate Dauphin Island in the existing RMS
approach because the island's erosion is affected by maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel. The Corps should
devote major attention to the beneficial use of dredged sands to counter erosion.
Comply with Section 5 of the River and Harbor Act of 1935 that requires every Corps report involving an
"improvement" to an inlet (i.e., Mobile Harbor Outer Bar Channel through Mobile Pass) to evaluate shoreline
erosion for a distance of not less than ten miles on either side of the inlet channel. The Corps' 1980 report and
EIS did not comply with that law.
Thoroughly address the cumulative historical sand losses to Dauphin Island dating back to at least 1958 that
correspond with increasing deepening of the Outer Bar Channel according to U.S. Geological Survey's 2007
report. This analysis is needed to establish the historical and baseline and projected future conditions to describe
the No Action Alternative against which the deepening and widening alternatives will be compared. The Corps
cannot ignore the losses in millions and millions of littoral drift sands due to its maintenance practices and the
erosion of Dauphin Island that occurred over time.
Explain why the Corps no longer agrees with the agency position stated in its draft 1978 report on Dauphin
Island's beach erosion that concluded maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel is contributing to at least 40% of
Dauphin Island's erosion problem. Document why the findings and conclusions of that report are now considered
to be invalid? The Corps not only ignores its own 1978 report now, but is of the new position that maintenance
dredging of the channel has no impact on the erosion of Dauphin Island. How can the Corps expect the public to
believe the results of the impending Study and EIS, when its change in position on the erosion issue appears to
have been influenced by its desire to win the 2000-2009 lawsuit with the Dauphin Island Property Owners
Association and by the desire keep the non-federal share of the costs borne by the Alabama State Pert Authority
to maintain the Mobile Harbor project as low as possible?
The scientific literature is replete with numerous examples where navigation channels dredged through coastal
inlets have interrupted the littoral drift of nearshore sands along the beach, causing beaches downdrift of the
inlets to erode. This phenomenon is common along the entire US Gulf Coast, the rest of the nation, and around
the world. Yet, the Mobile District has maintained this scientific model widely accepted by coastal scientists and
engineers does not apply to dredging the Outer Bar Channel through the Mobile Pass Inlet and the erosion of
Dauphin Island. The General Evaluation Study and EIS must devote considerable attention to this issue and
provide convincing information to support whatever conclusion the Corps develops.
The Corps has dumped dredged sands in the Sand Island Beneficial Use Area (SIBUA) south of the lighthouse
for years with the position being that these sands are moved by currents to Dauphin Island to counter erosion.
However, the observed evidence indicates most of the sands are not moved, but accumulate at that location,
while Sand Island has almost disappeared and Dauphin Island continues to erode. This leads to the conclusion
that the SIBUA is failing to meet its intended purpose. The General Reevaluation Study and EIS should
thoroughly evaluate why the SIBUA fails to meet its purpose.
In lieu of continuing to use the SIBUA, the Corps should adopt the same shallow water (<10 to 15 feet) deposition
methods the Mobile District has recently recommended be used to build back Petit Bois Island's eroded Gulf
shoreline west of Dauphin Island.

Ms.Jenn~erJacobson
US Army Corps of Engineers
Mobile District, Planning & Environmental Division
Coastal Environment Team
PO Box 2288
Mobile, Alabama 36628-0001

February 20, 2016

Comment # 111

Dear Ms. Jacobson
I am writing to share my concerns regarding the General Reevaluation Study and Environmental Impact Statement to
deepen and widen the Mobile Harbor Ship Channel. In response to the Corps of Engineers Public Scoping Meeting held
January 12, I have a number of concerns and ask that you take the below items into consideration.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

If the Corps plans to dispose of dredged material in Mobile Bay (i.e., thin layer spreading, island creation, etc.)
removed during initial deepening and widening of the ship channel and future maintenance, the Corps should
prepare a Dredged Material Disposal Master Plan for Mobile Bay and make it part of the Study and EIS.
Information should be made available to the public in a timely manner, allowing for public involvement and
feedback throughout the process.
The Corps should no longer purposefully exclude Dauphin Island from its "Regional Sediment Management
Strategy (RMS)" for Mobile Bay. Instead, the Study should incorporate Dauphin Island in the existing RMS
approach because the island's erosion is affected by maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel. The Corps should
devote major attention to the beneficial use of dredged sands to counter erosion.
Comply with Section 5 of the River and Harbor Act of 1935 that requires every Corps report involving an
"improvement" to an inlet (i.e., Mobile Harbor Outer Bar Channel through Mobile Pass) to evaluate shoreline
erosion for a distance of not less than ten miles on either side of the inlet channel. The Corps' 1980 report and
EIS did not comply with that law.
Thoroughly address the cumulative historical sand losses to Dauphin Island dating back to at least 1958 that
correspond with increasing deepening of the Outer Bar Channel according to U.S. Geological Survey's 2007
report. This analysis is needed to establish the historical and baseline and projected future conditions to describe
the No Action Alternative against which the deepening and widening alternatives will be compared. The Corps
cannot ignore the losses in millions and millions of littoral drift sands due to its maintenance practices and the
erosion of Dauphin Island that occurred over time.
Explain why the Corps no longer agrees with the agency position stated in its draft 1978 report on Dauphin
Island's beach erosion that concluded maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel is contributing to at least 40% of
Dauphin Island's erosion problem. Document why the findings and conclusions of that report are now considered
to be invalid? The Corps not only ignores its own 1978 report now, but is of the new position that maintenance
dredging of the channel has no impact on the erosion of Dauphin Island. How can the Corps expect the public to
believe the results of the impending Study and EIS, when its change in position on the erosion issue appears to
have been influenced by its desire to win the 2000-2009 lawsuit with the Dauphin Island Property Owners
Association and by the desire keep the non-federal share of the costs borne by the Alabama State Port Authority
to maintain the Mobile Harbor project as low as possible?
·
The scientific literature is replete with numerous examples where navigation channels dredged through coastal
inlets have interrupted the littoral drift of nearshore sands along the beach, causing beaches downdrift of the
inlets to erode. This phenomenon is common along the entire US Gulf Coast, the rest of the nation, and around
the world. Yet, the Mobile District has maintained this scientific model widely accepted by coastal scientists and
engineers does not apply to dredging the Outer Bar Channel through the Mobile Pass Inlet and the erosion of
Dauphin Island. The General Evaluation Study and EIS must devote considerable attention to this issue and
provide convincing information to support whatever conclusion the Corps develops.
The Corps has dumped dredged sands in the Sand Island Beneficial Use Area (SIBUA) south of the lighthouse
for years with the position being that these sands are moved by currents to Dauphin Island to counter erosion.
However, the observed evidence indicates most of the sands are not moved, but accumulate at that location,
while Sand Island has almost disappeared and Dauphin Island continues to erode. This leads to the conclusion
that the SIBUA is failing to meet its intended purpose. The General Reevaluation Study and EIS should
thoroughly evaluate why the SIBUA fails to meet its purpose.
In lieu of continuing to use the SIBUA, the Corps should adopt the same shallow water (<10 to 15 feet) deposition
methods the Mobile District has recently recommended be used to build back Petit Bois Island's eroded Gulf
shoreline west of Dauphin Island.

Ms. Jennifer Jacobson
US Army Corps of Engineers
Mobile District, Planning & Environmental Division
Coastal Environment Team
PO Box 2288
Mobile, Alabama 36628-0001

Comment # 112

February 20, 2016
Dear Ms. Jacobson
I am writing to share my concerns regarding the General Reevaluation Study and Environmental Impact Statement to
deepen and widen the Mobile Harbor Ship Channel. In response to the Corps of Engineers Public Scoping Meeting held
January 12, I have a number of concerns and ask that you take the below items into consideration.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

If the Corps plans to dispose of dredged material in Mobile Bay (i.e., thin layer spreading, island creation, etc.)
removed during initial deepening and widening of the ship channel and future maintenance, the Corps should
prepare a Dredged Material Disposal Master Plan for Mobile Bay and make it part of the Study and EIS.
Information should be made available to the public in a timely manner, allowing for public involvement and
feedback throughout the process.
The Corps should no longer purposefully exclude Dauphin Island from its "Regional Sediment Management
Strategy (RMS)" for Mobile Bay. Instead, the Study should incorporate Dauphin Island in the existing RMS
approach because the island's erosion is affected by maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel. The Corps should
devote major attention to the beneficial use of dredged sands to counter erosion.
Comply with Section 5 of the River and Harbor Act of 1935 that requires every Corps report involving an
"improvement" to an inlet (i.e., Mobile Harbor Outer Bar Channel through Mobile Pass) to evaluate shoreline
erosion for a distance of not less than ten miles on either side of the inlet channel. The Corps' 1980 report and
EIS did not comply with that law.
·
Thoroughly address the cumulative historical sand losses to Dauphin Island dating back to at least 1958 that
correspond with increasing deepening of the Outer Bar Channel according to U.S. Geological Survey's 2007
report. This analysis is needed to establish the historical and baseline and projected future conditions to describe
the No Action Alternative against which the deepening and widening alternatives will be compared. The Corps
cannot ignore the losses in millions and millions of littoral drift sands due to its maintenance practices and the
erosion of Dauphin Island that occurred over time.
Explain why the Corps no longer agrees with the agency position stated in its draft 1978 report on Dauphin
Island's beach erosion that concluded maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel is contributing to at least 40% of
Dauphin Island's erosion problem. Document why the findings and conclusions of that report are now considered
to be invalid? The Corps not only ignores its own 1978 report now, but is of the new position that maintenance
dredging of the channel has no impact on the erosion of Dauphin Island. How can the Corps expect the public to
believe the results of the impending Study and EIS, when its change in position on the erosion issue appears to
have been influenced by its desire to win the 2000-2009 lawsuit with the Dauphin Island Property Owners
Association and by the desire keep the non-federal share of the costs borne by the Alabama State Port Authority
to maintain the Mobile Harbor project as low as possible?
The scientific literature is replete with numerous examples where navigation channels dredged through coastal
inlets have interrupted the littoral drift of nearshore sands along the beach, causing beaches downdrift of the
inlets to erode. This phenomenon is common along the entire US Gulf Coast, the rest of the nation, and around
the world. Yet, the Mobile District has maintained this scientific model widely accepted by coastal scientists and
engineers does not apply to dredging the Outer Bar Channel through the Mobile Pass Inlet and the erosion of
Dauphin Island. The General Evaluation Study and EIS must devote considerable attention to this issue and
provide convincing information to support whatever conclusion the Corps develops.
The Corps has dumped dredged sands in the Sand Island Beneficial Use Area (SIBUA) south of the lighthouse
for years with the position being that these sands are moved by currents to Dauphin Island to counter erosion.
However, the observed evidence indicates most of the sands are not moved, but accumulate at that location,
while Sand Island has almost disappeared and Dauphin Island continues to erode. This leads to the conclusion
that the SIBUA is failing to meet its intended purpose. The General Reevaluation Study and EIS should
thoroughly evaluate why the SIBUA fails to meet its purpose.
In lieu of continuing to use the SIBUA, the Corps should adopt the same shallow water (<10 to 15 feet) deposition
methods the Mobile District has recently recommended be used to build back Petit Bois Island's eroded Gulf
shoreline west of Dauphin Island.

Ms. Jennifer Jacobson
US Army Corps of Engineers
Mobile District, Planning & Environmental Division
Coastal Environment Team
PO Box2288
Mobile, Alabama 36628-0001

Comment # 113

February 20, 2016
Dear Ms. Jacobson
I am writing to share my concerns regarding the General Reevaluation Study and Environmental Impact Statement to
deepen and widen the Mobile Harbor Ship Channel. In response to the Corps of Engineers Public Scoping Meeting held
January 12, I have a number of concerns and ask that you take the below items into consideration.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

If the Corps plans to dispose of dredged material in Mobile Bay (i.e., thin layer spreading, island creation, etc.)
removed during initial deepening and widening of the ship channel and future maintenance, the Corps should
prepare a Dredged Material Disposal Master Plan for Mobile Bay and make it part of the Study and EIS.
Information should be made available to the public in a timely manner, allowing for public involvement and
feedback throughout the process.
The Corps should no longer purposefully exclude Dauphin Island from its "Regional Sediment Management
Strategy (RMS)" for Mobile Bay. Instead, the Study should incorporate Dauphin Island in the existing RMS
approach because the island's erosion is affected by maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel. The Corps should
devote major attention to the beneficial use of dredged sands to counter erosion.
Comply with Section 5 of the River and Harbor Act of 1935 that requires every Corps report involving an
"improvement" to an inlet (i.e., Mobile Harbor Outer Bar Channel through Mobile Pass) to evaluate shoreline
erosion for a distance of not less than ten miles on either side of the inlet channel. The Corps' 1980 report and
EIS did not comply with that law.
Thoroughly address the cumulative historical sand losses to Dauphin Island dating back to at least 1958 that
correspond with increasing deepening of the Outer Bar Channel according to U.S. Geological Survey's 2007
report. This analysis is needed to establish the historical and baseline and projected future conditions to describe
the No Action Alternative against which the deepening and widening alternatives will be compared. The Corps
cannot ignore the losses in millions and millions of littoral drift sands due to its maintenance practices and the
erosion of Dauphin Island that occurred over time.
Explain why the Corps no longer agrees with the agency position stated in its draft 1978 report on Dauphin
Island's beach erosion that concluded maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel is contributing to at least 40% of
Dauphin Island's erosion problem. Document why the findings and conclusions of that report are now considered
to be invalid? The Corps not only ignores its own 1978 report now, but is of the new position that maintenance
dredging of the channel has no impact on the erosion of Dauphin Island. How can the Corps expect the public to
believe the results of the impending Study and EIS, when its change in position on the erosion issue appears to
have been influenced by its desire to win the 2000-2009 lawsuit with the Dauphin Island Property Owners
Association and by the desire keep the non-federal share of the costs borne by the Alabama State Port Authority
to maintain the Mobile Harbor project as low as possible?
The scientific literature is replete with numerous examples where navigation channels dredged through coastal
inlets have interrupted the littoral drift of nearshore sands along the beach, causing beaches downdrift of the
inlets to erode. This phenomenon is common along the entire US Gulf Coast, the rest of the nation, and around
the world. Yet, the Mobile District has maintained this scientific model widely accepted by coastai scientists and
engineers does not apply to dredging the Outer Bar Channel through the Mobile Pass Inlet and the erosion of
Dauphin Island. The General Evaluation Study and EIS must devote considerable attention to this issue and
provide convincing information to support whatever conclusion the Corps develops.
The Corps has dumped dredged sands in the Sand Island Beneficial Use Area (SIBUA) south of the lighthouse
for years with the position being that these sands are moved by currents to Dauphin Island to counter erosion.
However, the observed evidence indicates most of the sands are not moved, but accumulate at that location,
while Sand Island has almost disappeared and Dauphin Island continues to erode. This leads to the conclusion
that the SIBUA is failing to meet its intended purpose. The General Reevaluation Study and EIS should
thoroughly evaluate why the SIBUA fails to meet its purpose.
In lieu of continuing to use the SIBUA, the Corps should adopt the same shallow water (<1 Oto 15 feet) deposition
methods the Mobile District has recently recommended be used to build back Petit Bois Island's eroded Gulf
shoreline west of Dauphin Island.

'

Ms. Jennifer Jacobson
US Army Corps of Engineers
Mobile District, Planning & Environmental Division
Coastal Environment Team
PO Box2288
Mobile, Alabama 36628-0001

Comment # 114

February 20, 2016
Dear Ms. Jacobson
I am writing to share my concerns regarding the General Reevaluation Study and Environmental Impact Statement to
deepen and widen the Mobile Harbor Ship Channel. In response to the Corps of Engineers Public Scoping Meeting held
January 12, I have a number of concerns and ask that you take the below items into consideration.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

If the Corps plans to dispose of dredged material in Mobile Bay (i.e., thin layer spreading, island creation, etc.}
removed during initial deepening and widening of the ship channel and future maintenance, the Corps should
prepare a Dredged Material Disposal Master Plan for Mobile Bay and make it part of the Study and EIS.
Information should be made available to the public in a timely manner, allowing for public involvement and
feedback throughout the process.
The Corps should no longer purposefully exclude Dauphin Island from its "Regional Sediment Management
Strategy (RMS)" for Mobile Bay. Instead, the Study should incorporate Dauphin Island in the existing RMS
approach because the island's erosion is affected by maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel. The Corps should
devote major attention to the beneficial use of dredged sands to counter erosion.
Comply with Section 5 of the River and Harbor Act of 1935 that requires every Corps report involving an
"improvement" to an inlet (i.e., Mobile Harbor Outer Bar Channel through Mobile Pass) to evaluate shoreline
erosion for a distance of not less than ten miles on either side of the inlet channel. The Corps' 1980 report and
EIS did not comply with that law.
Thoroughly address the cumulative historical sand losses to Dauphin Island dating back to at least 1958 that
correspond with increasing deepening of the Outer Bar Channel according to U.S. Geological Survey's 2007
report. This analysis is needed to establish the historical and baseline and projected future conditions to describe
the No Action Alternative against which the deepening and widening alternatives will be compared. The Corps
cannot ignore the losses in millions and millions of littoral drift sands due to its maintenance practices and the
erosion of Dauphin Island that occurred over time.
Explain why the Corps no longer agrees with the agency position stated in its draft 1978 report on Dauphin
Island's beach erosion that concluded maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel is contributing to at least 40% of
Dauphin Island's erosion problem. Document why the findings and conclusions of that report are now considered
to be invalid? The Corps not only ignores its own 1978 report now, but is of the new position that maintenance
dredging of the channel has no impact on the erosion of Dauphin Island. How can the Corps expect the public to
believe the results of the impending Study and EIS, when its change in position on the erosion issue appears to
have been influenced by its desire to win the 2000-2009 lawsuit with the Dauphin Island Property Owners
Association and by the desire keep the non-federal share of the costs borne by the Alabama State Port Authority
to maintain the Mobile Harbor project as low as possible?
The scientific literature is replete with numerous examples where navigation channels dredged through coastal
inlets have interrupted the littoral drift of nearshore sands along the beach, causing beaches downdrift of the
inlets to erode. This phenomenon is common along the entire US Gulf Coast, the rest of the nation, and around
the world. Yet, the Mobile District has maintained this scientific model widely accepted by coastal scientists and
engineers does not apply to dredging the Outer Bar Channel through the Mobile Pass Inlet and the erosion of
Dauphin Island. The General Evaluation Study and EIS must devote considerable attention to this issue and
provide convincing information to support whatever conclusion the Corps develops.
The Corps has dumped dredged sands in the Sand Island Beneficial Use Area (SIBUA) south of the lighthouse
for years with the position being that these sands are moved by currents to Dauphin Island to counter erosion.
However, the observed evidence indicates most of the sands are not moved, but accumulate at that location,
while Sand Island has almost disappeared and Dauphin Island continues to erode. This leads to the conclusion
that the SIBUA is failing to meet its intended purpose. The General Reevaluation Study and EIS should
thoroughly evaluate why the SIBUA fails to meet its purpose.
In lieu of continuing to use the SIBUA, the Corps should adopt the same shallow water (<10 to 15 feet) deposition
methods the Mobile District has recently recommended be used to build back Petit Bois Island's eroded Gulf
shoreline west of Dauphin Island.

Ms. ,Jennifer Jacobson
0

US Army Corps of Engineers
Mobile District, Planning & Environmental Division
Coastal Environment Team
PO Box2288
Mobile, Alabama 36628-0001

Comment # 115

February 20, 2016
Dear Ms. Jacobson
I am writing to share my concerns regarding the General Reevaluation Study and Environmental Impact Statement to
deepen and widen the Mobile Harbor Ship Channel. In response to the Corps of Engineers Public Scoping Meeting held
January 12, I have a number of concerns and ask that you take the below items into consideration.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

If the Corps plans to dispose of dredged material in Mobile Bay (i.e., thin layer spreading, island creation, etc.)
removed during initial deepening and widening of the ship channel and future maintenance, the Corps should
prepare a Dredged Material Gisposal Master-Pian for Mobile Bay and make it part of the Study and EIS.
Information should be made available to the public in a timely manner, allowing for public involvement and
feedback throughout the process.
The Corps should no longer purposefully exclude Dauphin Island from its "Regional Sediment Management
Strategy (RMS)" for Mobile Bay. Instead, the Study should incorporate Dauphin Island in the existing RMS
approach because the island's erosion is affected by maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel. The Corps should
devote major attention to the beneficial use of dredged sands to counter erosion.
Comply with Section 5 of the River and Harbor Act of 1935 that requires every Corps report involving an
"improvement" to an inlet (i.e., Mobile Harbor Outer Bar Channel through Mobile Pass) to evaluate shoreline
erosion for a distance of not less than ten miles on either side of the inlet channel. The Corps' 1980 report and
EIS did not comply with that law.
Thoroughly address the cumulative historical sand losses to Dauphin Island dating back to at least 1958 that
correspond with increasing deepening of the Outer Bar Channel according to U.S. Geological Survey's 2007
report. This analysis is needed to establish the historical and baseline and projected future conditions to describe
the No Action Alternative against which the deepening and widening alternatives will be compared. The Corps
cannot ignore the losses in millions and millions of littoral drift sands due to its maintenance practices and the
erosion of Dauphin Island that occurred over time.
Explain why the Corps no longer agrees with the agency position stated in its draft 1978 report on Dauphin
Island's beach erosion that concluded maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel is contributing to at least 40% of
Dauphin Island's erosion problem. Document why the findings and conclusions of that report are now considered
to be invalid? The Corps not only ignores its own 1978 report now, but is of the new position that maintenance
dredging of the channel has no impact on the erosion of Dauphin Island. How can the Corps expect the public to
believe the results of the impending Study and EIS, when its change in position on the erosion issue appears to
have been influenced by its desire to win the 2000-2009 lawsuit with the Dauphin Island Property Owners
Association and by the desire keep the non-federal share of the costs borne by the Alabama State Port Authority
to maintain the Mobile Harbor project as low as possible?
The scientific literature is replete with numerous examples where navigation channels dredged through coastal
inlets have interrupted the littoral drift of nearshore sands along the beach, causing beaches downdrift of the
inlets to erode. This phenomenon is common along the entire US Gulf Coast, the rest of the nation, and around
the world. Yet, the Mobile District has maintained this scientific model widely accepted by coastal scientists and
engineers does not apply to dredging the Outer Bar Channel through the Mobile Pass Inlet and the erosion of
Dauphin Island. The General Evaluation Study and EIS must devote considerable attention to this issue and
provide convincing information to support whatever conclusion the Corps develops.
The Corps has dumped dredged sands in the Sand Island Beneficial Use Area (SIBUA) south of the lighthouse
for years with the position being that these sands are moved by currents to Dauphin Island to counter erosion.
However, the observed evidence indicates most of the sands are not moved, but accumulate at that location,
while Sand Island has almost disappeared and Dauphin Island continues to erode. This leads to the conclusion
that the SIBUA is failing to meet its intended purpose. The General Reevaluation Study and EIS should
thoroughly evaluate why the SIBUA fails to meet its purpose.
In lieu of continuing to use the SIBUA, the Corps should adopt the same shallow water (<10 to 15 feet) deposition
methods the Mobile District has recently recommended be used to build back Petit Bois Island's eroded Gulf
shoreline west of Dauphin Island.

Ms. Jennifer Jacobson
US Army Corps of Engineers
Mobile District, Planning & Environmental Division
Coastal Environment Team
PO Box 2288
Mobile, Alabama 36628-0001

Comment # 116
February 20, 2016
Dear Ms. Jacobson
I am writing to share my concerns regarding the General Reevaluation Study and Environmental Impact Statement to
deepen and widen the Mobile Harbor Ship Channel. !n response to the Corps of Engineers Public Scoping Meeting held
January 12, I have a number of concerns and ask that you take the below items into consideration.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

If the Corps plans to dispose of dredged material in Mobile Bay (i.e., thin layer spreading, island creation, etc.)
removed during initial deepening and widening of the ship channel and future maintenance, the Corps should
prepare a Dredged Material Disposal Master Plan for Mobile Bay and make it part of the Study and EIS.
Information should be made available to the public in a timely manner, allowing for public involvement and
feedback throughout the process.
The Corps should no longer purposefully exclude Dauphin Island from its "Regional Sediment Management
Strategy (RMS)" for Mobile Bay. Instead, the Study should incorporate Dauphin Island in the existing RMS
approach because the island's erosion is affected by maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel. The Corps should
devote major attention to the beneficial use of dredged sands to counter erosion.
Comply with Section 5 of the River and Harbor Act of 1935 that requires every Corps report involving an
"improvement" to an inlet (i.e., Mobile Harbor Outer Bar Channel through Mobile Pass) to evaluate shoreline
erosion for a distance of not less than ten miles on either side of the inlet channel. The Corps' 1980 report and
EIS did not comply with that law.
Thoroughly address the cumulative historical sand losses to Dauphin Island dating back to at least 1958 that
correspond with increasing deepening of the Outer Bar Channel according to U.S. Geological Survey's 2007
report. This analysis is needed to establish the historical and baseline and projected future conditions to describe
the No Action Alternative against which the deepening and widening alternatives will be compared. The Corps
cannot ignore the losses in millions and millions of littoral drift sands due to its maintenance practices and the
erosion of Dauphin Island that occurred over time.
Explain why the Corps no longer agrees with the agency position stated in its draft 1978 report on Dauphin
Island's beach erosion that concluded maintenance of the Outer Bar Channel is contributing to at least 40% of
Dauphin Island's erosion problem. Document why the findings and conclusions of that report are now considered
to be invalid? The Corps not only ignores its own 1978 report now, but is of the new position that maintenance
dredging of the channel has no impact on the erosion of Dauphin Island. How can the Corps expect the public to
believe the results of the impending Study and EIS, when its change in position on the erosion issue appears to
have been influenced by its desire to win the 2000-2009 lawsuit with the Dauphin Island Property Owners
Association and by the desire keep the non-federal share of the costs borne by the Alabama State Port Authority
to maintain the Mobile Harbor project as low as possible?
The scientific literature is replete with numerous examples where navigation channels dredged through coastal
inlets have interrupted the littoral drift of nearshore sands along the beach, causing beaches downdrift of the
inlets to erode. This phenomenon is common along the entire US Gulf Coast, the rest of the nation, and around
the world. Yet, the Mobile District has maintained this scientific model widely accepted by coastal scientists and
engineers does not apply to dredging the Outer Bar Channel through the Mobile Pass Inlet and the erosion of
Dauphin Island. The General Evaluation Study and EIS must devote considerable attention to this issue and
provide convincing information to support whatever conclusion the Corps develops.
The Corps has dumped dredged sands in the Sand Island Beneficial Use Area (SIBUA) south of the lighthouse
for years with the position being that these sands are moved by currents to Dauphin Island to counter erosion.
However, the observed evidence indicates most of the sands are not moved, but accumulate at that location,
while Sand Island has almost disappeared and Dauphin Island continues to erode. This leads to the conclusion
that the SIBUA is failing to meet its intended purpose. The General Reevaluation Study and EIS should
thoroughly evaluate why the SIBUA fails to meet its purpose.
In lieu of continuing to use the SIBUA, the Corps should adopt the same shallow water (<10 to 15 feet) deposition
methods the Mobile District has recently recommended be used to build back Petit Bois Island's eroded Gulf
shoreline west of Dauphin Island.

